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ABSTRACT

The concept of an institutional field is one of the cornerstones of institutional theory, and yet the concept has been stretched both theoretically and empirically, making consolidation of findings across multiple studies more difficult. In this article, we review the literature and analyze empirical studies of institutional fields to build scaffolding for the cumulation of research on institutional fields. Our review revealed two types of fields: exchange and issue fields, with three subtypes of each. We describe their characteristics. Subsequently, we review field conditions in the extant literature and develop a typology based on two dimensions: the extent of elaboration of institutional infrastructure and the extent to which there is an agreed upon prioritization of logics. We discuss the implications of field types and conditions for isomorphism, agency, and field change, based on a review of the literature that revealed six pathways of field change and the factors affecting them. We outline a research agenda based on our review highlighting the need for consolidation of field studies and identify several outstanding issues that are in need of further research.
INTRODUCTION

The concept of an institutional field is one of the cornerstones of institutional theory, an “increasingly useful level of analysis” (Reay & Hinings, 2005: 351) and “the level of most significance to institutional theory” (Scott, 2001: 83). It functions as a mid-level construct encompassing other concepts that together characterize institutional explanations of organizational behavior. A field is defined as a community of organizations that interact together “frequently and fatefully” (Scott, 1995: 207–208) in a “recognized area of institutional life” (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983: 148). Fligstein and McAdam (2012: 3) argue that the field is “the basic structural building block of modern political/organizational life”. Scott (2014: 219) says that “no concept is more vitally connected to the agenda of understanding institutional processes and organizations than that of organization field”.

In spite of this centrality, there is a need for more clarification on what constitutes an institutional field as well as consolidation of work that has been done (Gray & Cooper, 2010). Research on institutional fields has developed a wide variety of insights, yet the concept’s usage has been stretched both theoretically and empirically. To clarify and consolidate, we review existing theoretical definitions and research on fields. This review shows that there is confusing overlap in some areas, and further, that empirical usage of the concept of institutional fields often diverges from theoretical definitions. By reviewing conceptualizations and findings across studies of institutional fields, we attempt to bring clarity to the concept of field and its relationship to other institutional phenomena, and thereby increase its utility.

Our review demonstrates the lack of a systematic classification of field differences, though many studies independently illustrate that differences in field types and conditions exist, and they matter for field-level processes and field-located phenomena. Indeed, this lack of
attention to field-level differences impairs our ability to cumulate research and make specific predictions about field-level phenomena. Our review shows that the lack of a focus on differences and similarities in fields is a significant hurdle to the development of a theory of fields.

To deal with this issue, we integrate insights across reviewed papers to identify different types and conditions of fields. Our hope is that this classification of the literature can serve as theoretical scaffolding and stimulate new research and consolidate insights on categories of institutional fields. Such a review enables more effective integration and refinement of knowledge about field-level processes, such as formation, isomorphism and change, and it enables connections with other research themes in institutional theory, such as institutional complexity, agency and emotions. Our review is particularly focused on meso-level fields, that is, those fields that operate at the inter-organizational level within a recognized domain, or “area of institutional life” (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). This excludes societal fields, which focus on cross-cutting issues at a more macro level, often including multiple fields (see, e.g., Evans & Kay, 2008). It also excludes a focus on intra-organizational relationships.

We begin by reviewing key theoretical definitions from Bourdieu (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992), DiMaggio and Powell (1983); Scott (2014); Wooten and Hoffman (2008); Fligstein and McAdam (2012) and others. We highlight the similarities and differences in these definitions and in the operationalization of institutional fields in the literature, arguing that we are treating somewhat disparate phenomena as if they were the same thing. As a result, we are unable to cumulate knowledge effectively. We specify the differences, then examine the implications such differences might have.

From this we develop a classification system of field types and field conditions,
emphasizing differences in the institutional infrastructure and the settledness of the logic prioritization of the various fields and their implications for isomorphism. We then examine agency within institutional fields, considering field positions and roles and how they are affected by field types and conditions. We then consider the implications of field types for the field-level processes of diffusion and change and the implications of field conditions for pathways of change. Finally, we suggest a research agenda as a way forward in the study of fields.

Definitions

The organizational field is “the central construct” (Wooten & Hoffman, 2008: 130) of institutional theory – the field is the location of many of the institutions that guide everyday behavior. The field represents a “local social order” (Fliqstein, 2001: 107) of actors who consider one another in their daily activities (McAdam & Scott, 2005). The field is “characterized by an orienting principle or goal” (Evans & Kay, 2008: 973). It is the bounded area within which meanings are shared (Glynn & Abzug, 2002) and specific institutions operate. Institutional fields are presumed to be the predominant source of pressures for institutional conformity and the site of institutional embeddedness, which we argue is the core idea of institutional theory. They are also enabling: the institutional infrastructure of organizational fields comprise the mechanisms of social coordination by which embedded actors interact with one another in predictable ways. However, despite its long history (see Scott, 2014, for a discussion), the field concept has remained rather loose in definition, and as a result, its explanatory power is underutilized. In order to be more theoretically useful, the organizational field construct requires substantial consolidation and clarification (Gray & Cooper, 2010).

Several definitions of the field are used in the organizational literature, and fields are variously labeled institutional fields (Wooten & Hoffman, 2008), organizational fields (Scott,
2014), or strategic action fields (Fligstein & McAdam, 2012). Most institutional scholars use the definition of DiMaggio and Powell (1983: 148), saying that fields comprise “a recognized area of institutional life: key suppliers, resource and product consumers, regulatory agencies and other organizations that produce similar services or products”, a definition that emphasizes the kinds of actors in a field, and which assumes a commercial context by its emphasis on services or products. Scott uses a broader definition, capable of encompassing a broader array of field types, which emphasizes common culture and networks. He defines the field as “a collection of diverse, interdependent organizations that participate in a common meaning system” (Scott, 2014: 106). Some authors either define or operationalize the field more narrowly as the set of “organizations that produce related outputs, use related resources, and rely on similar technologies”, occupying the same or similar niches (Gibbons, 2004: 938), without reference to interaction partners.¹

Fields only exist to the extent that they are institutionally defined (DiMaggio & Powell: 1983). The process of institutional definition, or “structuration,” consists of four elements, according to the authors: an increase in the extent of interaction among organizations in the field, implying a network and a boundary; the emergence of sharply defined inter-organizational patterns of domination and coalition, implying status hierarchies among actors; an increase in the information load with which organizations in a field must contend, implying shared meanings and practices among field members; and the development of a mutual awareness among participants in a set of organizations that they are involved in a common enterprise, implying shared identity. Scott (2014) adds other indicators of structuration, including the extent of agreement on institutional logics, defined as the “set of material practices and symbolic constructions” (Friedland & Alford, 1991: 248) that prescribe behavior within fields (Thornton, Ocasio, & Lounsbury, 2012), isomorphism of organizational forms and greater clarity of

¹ We later define these as populations.
organizational boundaries. A flurry of studies has dealt with the manner in which fields and field processes affect organizations and are affected by them, and how organizational logics are anchored in field-level interactions. The effects of fields on homogenizing organizations through isomorphic pressures has been addressed extensively in the early years of neo-institutionalism, utilizing coercive, mimetic and normative pressures identified in the seminal article by DiMaggio and Powell (1983; Mizruchi & Fein, 1999).

In contrast to the sense of similarity among actors emphasized by Scott’s definition and implied by DiMaggio and Powell’s notion of structuration, other actors emphasize conflict and struggle within fields. Bourdieu, for example, viewed the field as “networks of social relations, structured systems of social positions within which struggles or maneuvers take place over resources, stakes and access” (Oakes, Townley, & Cooper, 1998: 260). Bourdieu’s field concept is applied to the societal level and attempts to explain individual action. For his society-level domains such as scientific field, he emphasizes four types of capital (social, economic, symbolic, cultural) that determine actors’ power within a specific field and their possibilities for action (Wacquant, 1989; Bourdieu, 1985).

While Scott’s conception of a field emphasizes stability, Bourdieu’s conception instills the idea of continuous flux in his broad societal fields as actors compete over meanings, resources, boundaries, decision-making authority, etc. For example, “the scientific field is the locus of a competitive struggle, in which the specific issue at stake is the monopoly of scientific authority” (Bourdieu, 1975: 19), while the bureaucratic field is “the space of play within which the holders of capital (of different species) struggle in particular for power over the state” (Bourdieu, 1999: 58). Shifting the society-level institutional insights of Bourdieu, Fligstein and McAdam (2012: 13, 14) describe field constituents in three categories: incumbents, challengers
and (internal) governance units. Field-level processes highlighted by Fligstein and McAdam focus on strategic action through framing, in the hope of finding resonance with other field members (2012: 17). Extending Bourdieu, Fligstein and McAdam (2012: 3) argue that “any given field is embedded in a broader environment consisting of countless proximate or distal fields as well as states, which are themselves organized as intricate systems of strategic action fields”. In shifting the debate in this generic direction, the boundary of fields determined by exchange, as in the definitions common in organization theory, is relaxed. While this sociological approach might prove a fruitful shift for future research, most of the work we review below is built on the use of the field concept developed in organization theory, implying interaction, a recognizable domain of exchange, and the emergence, establishment or change in such fields.

With the budding attention to change in institutional studies, research started to appear that follows the line of contention between field members stressed in sociological approaches focusing on power struggles and framing contests. Hoffman (1999: 351) advanced this new direction in fields, arguing that an organizational field “forms around a central issue—such as the protection of the natural environment—rather than a central technology or market … fields become centers of debates in which competing interests negotiate over issue interpretation. As a result, competing institutions may lie within individual populations (or classes of constituencies) that inhabit a field”. He related the example of chemical manufacturers and environmentalists who influenced one another in a common field, but did not share the same beliefs and attitudes. He emphasized that fields may change when new issues trigger changes in field membership. Recently Meyer and Höllerer (2010) added to the theorizing on issue fields by combining the use of the definition of Powell and DiMaggio with more attention to the power dynamics in issue
fields. They added to Hoffman’s concept in two ways, stressing that opponents and proponents need to attend to framing as well as to the need to mobilize outside the boundaries of a specific issue field in order to settle disputes.

These various definitions suggest that we are treating somewhat disparate phenomena as if they were the same thing. Specifically, many studies assume common logics that exist at the field level and guide behavior. For example, Greenwood and Suddaby (2006: 28), define the organizational field as “clusters of organizations and occupations whose boundaries, identities and interactions are defined and stabilized by shared institutional logics”. Yet in issue-based fields, as Hoffman identified, one would not expect a common logic to operate at the field level, but instead to operate at the level of a specific sub-population within the field, such as an industry or a profession or a social movement. A major area of study in the past few years, institutional complexity, reinforces this idea: fields may include multiple logics (Dunn & Jones, 2010; Greenwood, Raynard, Kodeih, Micelotta, & Lounsbury, 2011; Reay & Hinings, 2009; Thornton et al., 2012). Yet, the basic assumption of institutional theory remains: that field-level logics or normative and cognitive structures constrain field members, making some actions or meanings either unthinkable or inappropriate. Bourdieu’s approach features these contradictory insights as well—while fields are seen as sites for competitive struggles over meanings, stakes and resources, they are also seen to structure motives, identity, values and practice through field-level logics (Bourdieu, 1985; Oakes, et al., 1998).

So what do these differences in approach mean for ‘building the scaffolding’ for a more cumulative approach to research on institutional fields? Are the differences in definitions so severe that we have to accept that they are not compatible? At one level, the incompatibility seems great, particularly in the difference between Hoffman and the others. Yet, there is a basic
degree of commonality in the approaches of DiMaggio and Powell, Scott, Fligstein and McAdam, and Bourdieu.

First, there is the idea that fields are made up of actors who are in relationship with each other and that those relationships are structured around common meanings and common interests. Thus, there is an emphasis on a common culture and shared networks. Second, there is the idea that fields have boundaries that are established both through common meaning systems and the intensity of relationships within a field compared to outside of it. Third, a very important element in Bourdieu, and also contained in DiMaggio and Powell, is the notion that fields have hierarchies of status and influence; all actors are not equal. Fourth, the existence of differential power, influence and status, means that there is contestation, competition and struggle, something that is emphasized by Bourdieu but has also become more important in studies of change in fields (Greenwood, Oliver, Sahlin & Suddaby, 2008; Wooten & Hoffman, 2008). All of these elements can be part of, and utilized in an approach to, understanding fields in both (relative) stasis and change.

Hoffman’s conceptualization of fields as forming around issues rather than technologies or markets suggests a more fluid idea, with fields including new and often competing members and subgroups, connecting with Bourdieu’s notion of struggles, politics, vested interests and agency. His definition accords with a change in theoretical emphasis from stability to change in institutional theory in the late 1990s and following, and it may better reflect social changes brought about in part by the internet, as Powell, Oberg, Korff, Oelberger and Kloos (forthcoming) note: “organizational fields … are more dynamic, boundaries are more porous, different organizations have come to populate them and the power differentials among members have been altered”. Yet Hoffman’s view of fields as issue arenas brings together in one field sets
of actors who have commitments to, and embeddedness within, very different institutional logics and structures, suggesting a field that is by no means settled or uniformly constraining. Without accounting for these differences, we risk misunderstanding the nature of field pressures and the consequent effects on institutional dynamics.

Thus, we essentially work with the more standard definitions of fields, but while the different approaches emphasize different elements, they are, in principle, compatible. To understand differences between fields, field evolution and change, and especially to enable the cumulation of knowledge, it is necessary to combine the various approaches while gaining insights from their differences. Our purpose is to utilize these elements to first analyze different field types, and secondly to analyze field evolution and change. We draw our findings from a systematic review of a set of field studies. To produce this set, we chose 1983 as our starting point to correspond with DiMaggio and Powell’s introduction of the term ‘field’ and we chose December 2015 as our end point. We chose *Academy of Management Journal, Administrative Science Quarterly, Journal of Management Studies, Organization Science* and *Organization Studies* to represent the top empirical organizational journals with a history of publishing work on institutional theory. The articles were generated by searching the Web of Science database using the following search terms for the journals in question: “organizational field*” and “institutional field*”. Each article was then reviewed by at least one of the authors to determine if it met the following criteria: 1) it included empirical studies; 2) it focused on the field level of analysis, and 3) attention was paid to the actors in the field. A first pass identified those articles that were easily categorized as in or out of the relevant set. Remaining articles were reassessed by two or more other authors to determine whether or not they met the criteria for the study. Our search identified 110 articles, which we then systematically analyzed, as shown in Appendix 1.
Field Types

While early studies of institutional fields emphasized isomorphism within fields, more recently, most studies focus on institutional change. While early studies of change often featured the heroic efforts of institutional entrepreneurs changing inertial institutional fields, the literature now acknowledges that fields are often complex (Greenwood et al., 2011) and pluralistic (Kraatz & Block, 2008), yet there has been little attempt to systematically portray the importance of differences in field types or conditions for field processes. While the literature differentiates between ‘emerging’ and ‘mature’ fields, studies of institutional change make it clear that even mature fields become unsettled and change over time (see e.g., Greenwood, Suddaby & Hinings, 2002; Hoffman, 1999; Munir, 2005; Reay & Hinings, 2005; Sauder, 2008). Scott (2014) argues that fields vary one from another, as well as over time; thus, a comparative lens is necessary. What we see in the empirical literature on fields is very little specification of the kind of field being studied, with the assumption that a field is a field is a field. But it is not possible to truly cumulate knowledge on fields if scholars are unclear about the nature of the field they are studying and how it is similar to or different from those studied by other scholars. In this section, we review different types of fields and field conditions in order to cumulate insights into the effects field types and conditions have on processes of evolution and change. We hope this classification will stimulate further research distinguishing field differences and their effects.

Fields have been empirically operationalized by analysts in different ways, involving different configurations of membership. Some researchers include members from specific industries or sectors (Tolbert & Zucker, 1983), others focus on members of social movements (Barley, 2010; Diani, 2013; van Bommel & Spicer, 2011) and many others analyze industry members and their interaction partners including producers, users, regulators, publics, etc.
(Farjoun, 2002; Reay & Hinings, 2009). Some examine institutional processes among those who share some point of commonality even across sectors, such as geography (Glynn, 2008; Lounsbury, 2007; Marquis, Glynn & Davis, 2007), or identity characteristics, such as being major multinationals (Kostova, Roth, & Dacin, 2008), Fortune 500 members (Briscoe & Safford, 2008), or major U.S. employers (Briscoe & Murphy, 2012). These differences are likely to result in analysis showing different effects on field processes. Thus, in terms of the definitions of fields that we previously reviewed, we would expect there to be differences in the purposes of fields; the boundaries around them; the homogeneity or heterogeneity of actors within them; the structure of relational networks between members; the number, complementarity and compartmentalization of logics in the fields; and in the nature of the collective identity in the field. These differences will affect field-level processes such as isomorphism, diffusion and change. Yet most studies dealing with fields do not systematically examine the nature of the field that they are defining and use it only as a ‘backdrop’ for the analysis of field-level processes or organizational responses to fields.

We recommend using different terms for exchange field versus issue field, referring to the purpose fields serve.2 Because these two types of fields comprise the majority of research on fields in organization theory, we describe them below, along with the populations that comprise subfields within them, though we recognize that other types of fields exist, such as policy fields, defined as “the set of elements in a specific environment that directly shape local public service provision” (Stone & Sandfort, 2009: 1056).3

---

2 Pizarro (2012), cited by Scott (2014), referred to issue fields as “contested” fields, and DiMaggio & Powell fields as “sectoral fields”.
3 Fligstein (2001) refers to governments as a set of fields that interact with markets, another set of fields. Others have focused on geographic fields (Diani & Pilati, 2011; Glynn, 2008; Lounsbury, 2007; Marquis et al., 2008), or fields bounded by identity characteristics, such as multinational corporations (Kostova et al., 2008) or the 100 largest non-financial companies (Fligstein, 1990; 1991).
**Populations and exchange fields.** Populations are “a collection or aggregate of organizations that are ‘alike in some respect,’ in particular, to a class of organizations that are relatively homogeneous in terms of environmental vulnerability”, (Scott, 2014, citing Hannan & Freeman, 1977: 934; 1989), comprising “a recognized area of organizational life”, such as nanotechnology firms (Meyer, Gaba, & Colwell, 2005) or the Belgian horticultural industry (Lepoutre & Valente, 2012). Our use of the term *populations* is thus largely consistent with the use of the term in the literature on organizational ecology, which defines populations as those organizations that manifest the same organizational form or identity, usually within a geographical region (Freeman & Audia, 2006). It is also consistent with the usage of the term by Purdy and Gray (2009), who described a population of dispute resolution organizations within an emerging field of dispute resolution. In network terms, populations are in structurally equivalent positions within fields; they have the same type of relations with similar others. *Industry populations* include organizations that produce the same products and services, such as information technology (Murray & O’Mahony, 2007), often with geographic bounds such as Israeli high technology (Zilber, 2006) or Boston or New York mutual funds (Lounsberry, 2007), as clear national and regional differences in populations have been found (Faulconbridge & Muzio, 2016; Marano & Kostova, 2016). *Social movement populations* include the set of organizations that are focused on activism on the same or a broadly similar issue, such as environmentalism (Child, Lu, & Tsai, 2007), slow food (van Bommel & Spicer, 2011), gender equality (Clemens, 1993), or LGBTQ rights or identities (Armstrong, 2002; Briscoe & Safford, 2008). *Professional populations* include the members of a specific profession, such as accountants (Greenwood et al., 2002); physicians, nurses (Reay, Golden-Biddle & Germann, 2006) or lawyers (Greenwood & Suddaby, 2005).
**Exchange fields** refer to fields that, consistent with the DiMaggio and Powell (1983) definition, contain a focal population of actors and their interaction or exchange partners (suppliers, customers, etc.). Within exchange fields, populations, rather than the full set of field members, are more likely to share practices and norms, common meaning systems and references to a common identity (Dhalla & Oliver, 2013). Mimetic forces apply to populations within exchange fields because the relatively homogenous actors in populations share environmental vulnerabilities and demands for legitimacy from the same regulators, similar customers, suppliers, demand conditions, etc. For example, members of the soft drink industry will share more practices, norms, identity and meaning systems with each other than they will with the restaurants and retailers they sell to, or the aluminum can and water suppliers they purchase from. Exchange partners, such as the retailers in the previous example, will have their own institutional milieu with their own institutions and institutional pressures, though they will share some meanings and practices, particularly around exchanges, such as coordination rules, practices and standards, with the soft drink industry members. Thus, it is members of a population that are most likely to share meanings, norms and practices, and environmental responsibilities.

This homogeneity does not imply lack of conflict in populations, however, as members of populations compete with one another over status and resources in front of the “audiences” of their interaction partners (Freeman & Audia, 2006), who exist within the exchange field. Exchange fields thus contain homogeneous actors as well as other heterogeneous actors. In

---

4 Note that even within a population there are usually divisions representing specific niches, and meanings and practices are likely to overlap more within niches than across them. For example, producers of grass-fed beef have different cultural codes, sets of meanings, practices, organizational forms, etc., than do large industrial beef producers (Weber, Heinz, & DeSoucey, 2008), though considerable terminology, practices, regulations etc., will still be common across niches. Similarly, Greenwood et al. (2002) describe three sub-communities within the accounting profession in Canada, and note that they serve different markets and have somewhat different interests, though they share professional standards.
exchange fields, the shared objective of the field is to stabilize and coordinate exchange, membership in networks and compatible practices (Beckert, 2010). The majority of field studies focus on a focal population, regarded as competitors for resources, status, market share and mindshare among their exchange partners.

Exchange fields can be further subtyped by the nature of the focal population within the field. We describe industry, professional and social movement exchange fields (see Table 1). While we acknowledge that there are other types of fields, such as state fields, or mixed fields involving, say, professions and an industry (e.g., doctors and health care organizations), for illustrative purposes, we limit our analysis to these three types of exchange fields.

*Industry exchange fields*, such as the soft drink industry mentioned above, are focused on coordinating exchange among interaction partners, though members often collaborate to manage shared interests, such as lobbying or industry promotion, or to coordinate their interfaces with their common exchange partners by developing, for example, common technology or practice standards or coordinated labor relations. Garud, Jain and Kumaraswamy’s (2002) study of Sun’s introduction of Java provides an example of both collaboration and competition among field members in the development of industry standards. Focal population members compete with one another over market share and legitimacy, and look to one another for best practices, technologies, industry recipes, etc. Boundaries in industry exchange fields tend to be relatively permeable to new entrants, though this will vary considerably by field (see Porter, 1980, for a discussion of barriers to entry).

Sometimes new entrants are able to introduce new ways of competing, contrary to dominant industry practice. They may transform industry practices, as new digital competitors

---

5 We include non-commercial fields like museums (DiMaggio, 1991; Oakes, et al., 1998), symphony orchestras (Glynn, 2000; Glynn & Lounsbury, 2005) and hospitals (Galvin, 2002) in this definition since we argue they contain structurally equivalent members that produce similar products/services, and their interaction partners.
did with film-based photography (Munir, 2005), or as occurred with radio broadcasting (Leblebici, Salancik, Copay & King, 1991), and on-line databases (Farjoun, 2002). Alternatively, some field members may form subfields around particular niches or strategic groups (Porac, Thomas & Baden-Fuller, 1989), each of which may have its own identity and logic permutation. For example, Porac et al. (1989: 399), referred to firms defining themselves not only as part of the consumer electronics industry, but also as serving the high-end audiophile market, which determined their set of relationships (customers, suppliers, etc.) and the types of practices and structures they enacted. Similarly, Weber et al. (2008) described the separate identity, practices and exchange partners associated with grass-fed beef niche members versus the mainstream beef industry, and niches such as organic horticulture (Lepoutre & Valente, 2012), rogue private schools (Quirke, 2013), and wind energy (Sine & Lee, 2009) have also been described. While each logic permutation would have conflicting elements, the segmentation of the market allows each permutation to operate separately without much contradiction. Within each segment, a core/periphery structure will exist, usually based on the market share or reputation of organizations, and within the field as a whole, the dominant players in the dominant segments will be influential elites who may substantially exploit industry associations (Vermeulen, Buch & Greenwood, 2007) or be asked to represent the industry by the state or other interaction partners (Hensmans, 2003).

The characteristics of industry populations have particular implications for institutional processes. In terms of isomorphism, since industry members are primarily focused on the legitimacy judgments of external audiences (e.g., customers, regulators, suppliers), isomorphic pressures are more likely to come from their exchange partners, and especially from those on whom actors are resource dependent (Freeman & Audia, 2006; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978). These
pressures will be shaped by what the external actors have come to expect from other industry members they observe within the strategic subgroup. Focal population members are likely to mimic most closely those organizations within their strategic groups, as these organizations face the same set of external actors, and are the focus for competitive analysis. **Diffusion** thus occurs within populations, often as a result of pressures from exchange partners such as insurance companies (Hoffman, 1999), consultants (Zbaracki, 1998) and regulators, but also with the training and encouragement of industry associations (van Wijk, Stam, Elfring, Zietsma, & den Hond, 2013), other population members (Compagni, Mele, & Ravasi, 2015), and with the aim of gaining legitimacy or technical advantages (Kennedy & Fiss, 2009). Because of the competitive pressures in industry populations, we would expect new/superior practices, structures or technologies to emerge relatively frequently (e.g., Anand & Peterson, 2000; Ansari & Phillips, 2011; Gawer & Phillips, 2013), and to diffuse relatively rapidly, especially within strategic groups. Industry members are likely to adapt innovations through diffusion to fit their own structures and markets, and innovate further to pursue competitive advantage through optimal distinctiveness (Deephouse, 1999).

**Professional exchange fields** feature a focal profession and its interaction partners, such as organizations in which professionals work, other professions they interface with, regulators, etc. For example, the professional exchange field of accounting includes accountants, accounting firms, the professional association, the regulator of the profession, educators of accounting professionals, etc. (Greenwood & Suddaby, 2006). The purpose of professional exchange fields is to control professional practices and enforce boundaries around them. Professional populations often co-exist with industry populations in exchange fields, and whether the field is an industry exchange field or a professional exchange field depends on the focus of analysis. For example,
studies have focused on doctors in the field of health care as an industry exchange field (Reay & Hinings, 2005; 2009), or health care organizations in the professional exchange field of nursing (Reay, et al., 2006). Professional exchange fields usually contain professional organizations that, as gatekeepers, police membership and practice boundaries in the profession, socialize members and educate them regarding the set of practices to which they must adhere, creating strong identities. Thus they are strong structuring and constraining forces in the fields in which they exist (Adler & Kwon, 2013; Suddaby & Muzio, 2015). As a result, professional exchange fields have a high degree of homogeneity in practices and meanings, though there are established status hierarchies and niches of practice focus.

Because of the strong control over practices and norms, professional exchange fields are characterized by a single logic or a few relatively minor permutations. Areas of jurisdiction are often the subject of contestation among professions (Abbott, 1988; Bucher, Chreim, Langley, & Reay, forthcoming). Within a professional exchange field, core organizations often shape the outlook of professionals and their career options, such as the Big Five accounting firms (Greenwood et al., 2002). As a result of these characteristics, isomorphism is strong and is reinforced through the professional association and professional educational and accreditation programs. Because of the relatively strong practice homogeneity within professional fields, we would expect innovations to be rarer than in industry fields, and to encounter more resistance to adoption, as studies of accounting (Greenwood et al., 2002; Suddaby & Greenwood, 2005), law (Smets, Morris, & Greenwood, 2012), and medical professional fields (Reay et al., 2006), suggest, particularly when they involve boundary disputes between professions (Bucher et al., forthcoming; Suddaby & Greenwood, 2005). Once an innovation is endorsed by the professional association, however, we would expect diffusion to be rapid (Smets et al., 2012), though Colyvas
and Jonsson (2011) remind us that diffusion and institutionalization are not the same thing, and a practice, like patenting by academics, may be endorsed but not widely diffused.

*Social movement exchange fields* (Curtis & Zurcher, 1973; McCarthy & Zald, 1977) exist to mobilize and coordinate actors and resources to further a specific agenda or extend an ideology, and members’ identity connection to the population is related to their ideological commitment. They include movement organizations, funders, corporate partners, allied movements, etc. For example, the ‘Slow Food’ social movement exchange field includes gastronomes, farmers, food producers, food critics, social justice advocates, environmentalists, a foundation for biodiversity, a university of gastronomic sciences and other actors (van Bommel & Spicer, 2013). While their overall identities vary, each identifies with the ideology of the Slow Food movement. Boundaries are quite permeable, as the intent is often to mobilize as many actors as possible in order to further the movement’s agenda, and indeed, crossing boundaries into other fields is often a prime objective of movements (discussed below under issue fields).

Social movement fields are characterized by emergent organizational collaboration and have as a consequence a quite limited institutional infrastructure (defined by Hinings, Logue, & Zietsma, forthcoming as the set of institutions, usually mutually reinforcing, that guide field processes), compared to industry and professional exchange fields. In such fields, hierarchy is perceived to be limited, practices vary significantly (Bertels, Hoffman & DeJordy, 2014), and governance is usually informal. Coordination among social movement organizations occurs through informal networks, with clusters of linked organizations, connected by “conduits” (organizations that bridge disconnected challenger groups), and “portals” (organizations that connect other challengers to corporate and other interaction partners) (Bertels et al., 2014). Relatedly, Diani and Bison (2004) differentiated between movement members who do not engage in networking,
those who network intensely but do not define field identity and boundaries (“coalitional”) and those who engage in multiplex relations and activities such as defining targets for the movement (“social movement organizations”).

In social movement fields, isomorphism is focused mainly on adherence to ideology rather than practices, and members discipline themselves (and each other) with a desire to maintain both their social bonds (Creed et al., 2014) and the values they are emotionally invested in (Friedland, 2014; Gehman et al., 2013; Voronov & Vince, 2012). Because such fields feature limited hierarchy and governance, we would expect diffusion of new practices to be spotty and feature significant variation. The social movement literature has recently noted the similarity of social movement fields to other fields, suggesting a larger role for organizations and processes of stratification of power relations similar to other exchange fields (Diani & Bison, 2004; Duffy, Binder & Skrentny, 2010). In related terms, other authors have viewed social movement fields as constituting a social movement sector where movement organization networks coalesce to build coalitions based on a variety of issues (Jung, King & Soule, 2014).

Insert Table 1 about here

**Issue fields.** Hoffman (1999) and Wooten and Hoffman (2008) have championed the idea that fields form around issues rather than exchange relationships, and that fields can be analytically identified by the set of actors that interact and take one another into account on particular issues. Our approach to reviewing the research consistent with this view versus others is that the idea of issue fields is very fruitful for institutional analysis, but that such fields are distinct from exchange fields, and should be considered differently, because they have different effects on institutional processes. The purpose or focus of orchestration of issue fields is to negotiate, govern and/or compete over meanings and practices that affect multiple fields. Issue
fields typically contain the most diverse set of actors, usually including populations with distinct identities and their own commitments to their own institutional infrastructure that may be located in different exchange fields. As the focal interest is an issue that carries different meanings to different populations, multiple and conflicting logics may be more the norm than the exception. As a result, issue-based fields are more “contested and dynamic in contrast to the settled character commonly ascribed to organizational fields (Wooten & Hoffman, 2008)” (O’Sullivan & Dwyer, 2015: 36), though they may become settled. We identify three subtypes of issue fields: competitive issue fields, interstitial issue fields and bridging issue fields.

*Competitive issue fields.* The most frequently studied way that issue fields arise is when one field or group of actors attempts to change the meanings and practices in an existing exchange field, such as when a social movement organization attempts to change an industry. Thus, two or more populations compete for dominance in such fields, often with dense interactions and homogeneous logics and identities within populations, and heterogeneous logics and identities, and conflictual interactions (sometimes through third parties such as the courts, customers or media) between populations. For example, Hoffman (1999) originally developed the idea of issue fields by studying the chemical industry, which was challenged by environmentalists seeking to make industry practices more sustainable. In the terms we have laid out above, the chemical industry was an industry exchange field that included suppliers, customers, insurers, consultants, regulators and others. When environmentalists (a social movement population) sought to challenge the industry population’s environmental performance, an issue field was created. Note that the issue field did not concern the chemical industry’s human resource practices, financial structures or distribution channels—these remained in the exchange field. Instead, the issue field focused on environmental management. Yet it did include
the chemical industry exchange fields’ other members, as social movement activists sought to influence regulators, attack chemical firms through the courts and influence customers. Indeed, the use of environmental management systems in response to the environmental pressures was diffused by insurance providers (seeking to reduce their risk of lawsuits) and consultants (seeking business), both interaction partners for the exchange field. Thus the exchange field is in play when an issue field emerges.

A common strategy for social movements is to exert influence with powerful members of the exchange field such as customers or regulators, who can then exert influence on focal industry or professional populations (Gurses & Ozcan, 2015; Holm, 1995). This is a means by which social movement organizations can gain access to the boundaries around decision making in the exchange field (Zietsma & Lawrence, 2010), challenging jurisdictions and practices. However, the issue field concerns a more limited set of meanings and practices, and features competing logics applying to the same bounded space. Individual populations within the issue field with differentiated identities will face isomorphic pressures to adhere to their group’s own institutions, along with competing pressures from other populations and allied interaction partners in the issue field. Issue fields not only concern industries and social movements but also boundary disputes among professions, such as reallocation of responsibilities in medical fields (Bucher et al., forthcoming; Dunn & Jones, 2010; Goodrick & Reay, 2011; Reay & Hinings, 2005; 2009), or the boundaries between legal and accounting firms (Suddaby & Greenwood, 2005); and between professions and industry, such as between scientists and pharmaceutical companies (Murray, 2010), and between law firms and a legal professional association (Smets et al., 2012).

O’Sullivan and O’Dwyer (2015: 35) studied the issue field regarding social
accountability of project finance, and argued that powerful mature (exchange) field incumbents are more likely to “capture” the issue, and lead in developing institutional infrastructure that fits with their existing logics, because it is they “who possess the necessary resources to develop issue-based institutions and practices”, though van Wijk et al. (2013) noted that co-optation was mutual in an issue field for sustainable tourism. In the O’Sullivan and O’Dwyer (2015) study, the Equator Principles for responsible finance were designed by the industry to suit them, and these authors argued that such issue-based fields are “subordinate to the more authoritative mature field (see, Fligstein & McAdam, 2011), certainly in the initial stages of issue-based field structuration” (O’Sullivan and O’Dwyer, 2015: 49), yet issue and exchange fields develop a mutual dependency as the issue and its institutional infrastructure become assimilated into the exchange field over time. Indeed, since the modus operandi of many social movement organizations is to campaign until reasonable change in fields has been made, and then to move on to higher priority issues, competitive issue fields themselves may be temporary structures for integrating new societal concerns into the infrastructure of exchange fields. Because of the contested and in-flux nature of competitive issue fields, isomorphism and diffusion pressures are likely to be contradictory until settlements that encompass the interests of key populations are reached.

Interstital issue fields. Interstitial positions are structural positions between or at the overlap of institutional fields (Rao, Morrill, & Zald, 2000), wherein members of different fields interact with one another (Furnari, 2014), because they share a common interest or issue. While they have been described in the literature quite separately, there is a case to be made for considering organizing efforts in interstitial spaces to be issue fields. Interstitial issue fields are fields that arise in these interstitial locations, drawing members from multiple fields and logics,
with the purpose of negotiating coordination to respond to emerging issues or opportunities. An interstitial issue field may emerge when an issue arises in society that people care about across several (and sometimes a broad spectrum of) social groups. For example, concerns about HIV/AIDS (Maguire, Hardy, & Lawrence, 2004), poverty alleviation, the Zika virus, climate change and income inequality are all issues that concern members of multiple fields. Such issues can come from exogenous shocks (e.g., Zika virus), the gradual buildup of awareness of collective problems (e.g., HIV/AIDS) or opportunities (e.g., home computers, Furnari, 2014; biotechnology, Powell & Sandholtz, 2012) or the reframing of issues by social movements or others (e.g., income inequality). Medvetz (2012) gave the example of think tanks in the U.S. as actors occupying stable interstitial positions weaving together different fields (academic, political, business, media production), while maintaining a separate identity. Because members of the interstitial issue field come from multiple exchange fields and civil society, no one field is likely to dominate discussions on the issue, logics are multiple and fragmented, and boundaries are permeable. Over time and through negotiations, disparate groups form alliances, and shared identity and field infrastructures may emerge.

Interstitial issue fields often form their infrastructures by combining elements drawn from the fields from which their members come. For example, the impact investing field draws elements of its institutional infrastructure from existing exchange fields including investment, corporate social responsibility, social enterprise, government, NGOs and social movement fields, though sometimes these elements are competing, and their use is not yet institutionalized (Hinings, Logue, & Zietsma, forthcoming). Similarly, Powell and Sandholtz (2012) argued that the founders of new biotechnology firms borrowed elements from different external fields to construct their ventures. Because these fields are often fragmented during their emergence,
isomorphic pressures are weak, and a field identity is ambiguous and emerging. Boundaries are highly permeable. Diffusion is uncertain.

Importantly, though, once institutional infrastructure becomes stabilized within an issue field, there is little to distinguish it from an exchange field, and we could conceive of the issue field as becoming an exchange field over time. For example, Furnari (2014) described the Homebrew Computer Club as an interstitial space where people from multiple fields interacted on the issue of home computers, planting the seeds for the personal computer industry exchange field of today; Akemu, Whiteman and Kennedy (2016) show how the Fairphone exchange field emerged from social activism and the creation of an issue field; and Granqvist and Laurila (2011) described how industry, science, government and environmentalists organized around the issue of nanotechnology, which eventually became an industry exchange field of its own. While the borrowing and blending that occurs in interstitial positions may resemble that done by hybrid organizations (Battilana & Lee, 2014), on balance this work suggests that organizations in interstitial positions may be part of emerging interstitial fields, which are likely to become exchange fields over time as institutional infrastructure becomes more elaborated.

_Bridging issue fields_ exist when issues are inherently cross-jurisdictional and will remain so over time, such as the governance of common resources or shared issues. For example, corporate social responsibility is a multiplex issue that concerns many different fields and logics. Transnational governance organizations such as labor and corporate social responsibility standards organizations (Helfen & Sydow, 2013; Helms, Oliver, & Webb, 2012), often act as boundary organizations that connect multiple fields on particular issues. A simpler example concerns the boundary organization that governs the interactions between the open source software movement and the software industry (O’Mahony & Bechky, 2008). In bridging issue
fields, representatives of two or more interacting fields or groups will comprise the field, frequently along with an agreed upon or formally appointed boundary organization (O’Mahony & Bechky, 2008), to focus on the issue, bridge diverse groups and coordinate issue-related activity across multiple fields, such as is the case with ISO and its 26000 standard (Helms, Oliver, & Webb, 2012), or multiple geographies in transnational policy fields (Schüessler, Rüling & Wittneben, 2014). Boundaries tend to be formalized and often managed by the boundary organization. Identities are heterogeneous. Through the governance of the boundary organization or agreement, settled bridging fields will feature blended logics around the issue, even if the constituents’ logics in general are contradictory. Isomorphic pressures come from the governance organization or the normative force of a constituents’ agreement, and as result, when innovations occur that affect the issue, they are not likely to diffuse broadly until constituents come to agreements, enforced by the governance organization. In contrast to more temporary competitive and interstitial issue fields, bridging issue fields may be long lasting.

Overall, then, we would expect to see more change in issue fields relative to exchange fields, though the change target may in fact be an exchange field. We would also expect many issue fields to be more temporary than exchange fields, with the exception of bridging issue fields. Change processes in fields will also depend on field conditions, however, as described in the next section.

**Field Conditions**

Fields vary in their degree of institutionalization, their evolutionary stage and their complexity, and a number of terms have been used in the literature to describe such field conditions. These conditions influence the number and nature of institutional demands affecting organizations in a field (Greenwood et al., 2011) and are important influencers of institutional
processes. Fields have been described as highly institutionalized or structured (Gomez & Bouty, 2011; Greenwood et al., 2002; Vaccaro & Palazzo, 2015), established (Purdy & Gray, 2009), mature (Greenwood & Suddaby, 2006), hierarchical (Rao et al., 2000), emerging (Maguire et al., 2004), nascent (Patvardhan, Gioia & Hamilton, 2015), turbulent (Farjoun, 2002), fragmented (Meyer, Scott & Strang, 1987), complex (Reay & Hinings, 2009), patchy (Quirke, 2013), or contested (Hensmans, 2003; Meyer & Höllerer, 2010). Highly institutionalized, or structured, fields feature “relatively well-structured configurations of actors that are aware of their involvement in a common enterprise and among which there are identifiable patterns of interaction”, and in which “membership [is] clearly defined; institutions [are] highly legitimated; and relationships among actors [are] also clearly defined” (Maguire et al., 2004: 658-9). Logics are coherent or ordered in these fields.

Highly institutionalized fields have been characterized as having a highly elaborated institutional infrastructure, with thick, overlapping and self-reinforcing sets of institutions (Hinings, Logue & Zietsma, forthcoming). Such fields have been labeled as “mature fields” (Greenwood et al., 2002), or “settled” or “stable” fields (Fligstein, 1997). In highly institutionalized fields, there is a “distinct dominance order in which a few groups of actors operate at the apex while others survive on the bottom. In such instances, groups of influential actors have vested interests in preserving the social order” (Rao et al., 2000: 262).

In contrast to mature or highly institutionalized fields, emerging fields are described as “underorganized domains” where “members recognize some degree of mutual interest”, but “relatively little coordinated action exists among them” (Maguire et al., 2004: 659). Networks and proto-institutions (Lawrence, Hardy & Phillips, 2002) are provisional—“narrowly diffused and weakly entrenched” (Maguire et al., 2004: 659). Interested actors may come from different
fields, such as non-governmental development organizations and for-profit financial firms in microfinance. As such, such actors will be embedded in different institutional logics and are likely to translate elements of their particular institutional infrastructure with them in emerging fields.

Yet *emerging* and *mature* both refer to a lifecycle stage of institutional fields, rather than the conditions of a field. Prior studies suggest that both emerging and mature fields may feature different field conditions. While it is suggested that all emerging fields will have weak or sparsely elaborated institutional infrastructure, some of these fields have been shown to exhibit alignment or broad agreement among field members as to what that infrastructure is or should be, while others have fragmented and competing understandings. For example, Garud and Karnoe (2001: 11) describe how when “constituent elements of a technological field begin working with one another, they become ‘aligned’ and begin reinforcing one another. Meanings of objects constituting these fields emerge through a process of negotiation and provisionally stabilize.” The emergence of the industry exchange field of information schools in the U.S. and Canada was associated with an orchestrated and coherent iSchools Movement identity campaign, showing alignment at emergence. However, as the field expanded with “loose membership criteria” (Patvardhan et al., 2015: 418), and new members brought their own identity elements from their other institutional contexts, the collective identity of the field began to fragment and diverge, leading to a crisis.

Other emerging fields are more fragmented from the beginning, however, as subgroups exist and have different conceptions about appropriate proto-institutions, such as the interstitial issue field of HIV/AIDS treatment (Maguire et al., 2004), drawing members from pharmaceutical companies, activist organizations and medical organizations. Similarly, while
some authors describe stable fields as mature, it is also clear that mature fields may vary in the extent to which logics are settled and institutional infrastructure is elaborated. In our review of the literature, we note that many mature fields become disrupted or contested, and they may contain multiple and competing logics (see, e.g., Leblebici et al., 1991). Researchers should thus avoid confusing field conditions with lifecycle stage and treat these two ideas separately.

**Typology of field conditions.** We categorize the field conditions identified by others into a parsimonious typology classified by the state of institutional infrastructure (limited or highly elaborated), and the extent to which different logics and networks within the field are in a settled versus an unsettled prioritization (see Table 2). Fields with a highly *elaborated institutional infrastructure*, consisting of meanings, practices, identities, power structures, subject positions and governance mechanisms (Hinings et al., forthcoming), will feature relatively clear conceptions about what is appropriate or allowed in most situations. Infrastructure elements will tend to reinforce one another, providing relatively unambiguous and often taken-for-granted guidelines about appropriate action via both formal and informal mechanisms. In fields with *limited institutional infrastructure*, networks, rules, identities, practices, meanings and governance mechanisms may be ambiguous, unelaborated, provisional, subject to reflexive debate rather than being taken for granted, and mutually reinforcing. Yet with either limited or elaborated institutional infrastructure, we must also consider the extent to which logics and power are settled or unsettled within a field.

Raynard (forthcoming) argued that the kind of complexity that exists in an institutional field depends on the degree to which there are incompatibilities and jurisdictional overlaps among logics, and the prioritization of logics is settled. We combine the factors of logic prioritization and jurisdictional overlaps by considering the extent to which there is a *settled*
prioritization of logics in fields across domains. This factor refers to the possibility that there may be one logic that all subscribe to, multiple logics that are complementary, or multiple logics that are compartmentalized in different domains, differentially affecting diverse groups of actors within fields, yet with a clear understanding among field members as to which logic has priority within any given domain (Goodrick & Reay, 2011; Reay & Hinings, 2009). For example, Goodrick and Reay (2011) identified professional, corporate, market and state logics that influenced the field of pharmacy in mostly complementary and segmented ways, though the constellation of these logics varied by historical era. Studies on medical professional boundary negotiations illustrate that the logic prioritization in the healthcare field is well established and understood (doctors, nurses, nurses’ assistants, psychologists, psychological assistants, etc.), varying by practice domain (e.g., psychological vs. medical, surgical vs. bedside care), even though negotiations might take place at the margins (Bucher et al., forthcoming).

Notably, when logic prioritizations are settled, but there is limited institutional infrastructure, there may be alignment among actors on general principles and values. Alignment is stabilizing (Levy & Scully, 2007). Yet, there may be less understanding of how to put those principles and values into practice, and few unambiguous norms, rules or governance systems that enable consistent action. We say these fields are aligned or aligning, since field participants have aligned objectives and values, with the recognition that such fields can fall out of alignment, and often do, when the ambiguity in practices, rules and norms results in disagreements about the appropriateness of various actions (Patvardhan et al., 2015).

When instead the field features settled logic prioritizations and elaborated institutional infrastructure, consistent with Purdy and Gray (2009), we refer to its condition as established, since field members know what to expect from each other, and within any given action domain
within the field, there is a clear set of mutually-reinforcing institutional arrangements that guide behavior. This is not to say that established fields will not change: in fact, much of the institutional change literature starts with a description of a stable field that later changed because of the rise of new actors, new interests or exogenous shocks that changed power positions or unsettled logic prioritizations (Borum, 2004; Greenwood et al., 2002; Hoffman, 1999; Sauder, 2008; Vaccaro & Palazzo, 2015).

Fields with unsettled logic prioritizations either do not have accepted networks and logics, or they have contested logic and power prioritizations, with contradicting or incompatible claims in the same domains. Raynard (forthcoming) refers to such domains as featuring volatile institutional complexity, and they have been referred to in the literature by others as being contested (Hardy & Maguire, 2010; van Gestel & Hillebrand, 2011) or turbulent (Farjoun, 2002). When unsettled logic prioritizations are combined with elaborated institutional infrastructure, and in line with the majority of studies that have described such fields, we refer to field conditions as contested. We note that what is contested goes beyond competing logics. It includes power relations associated with which actors have dominance in particular practice domains, and which rule systems should dominate—and perspectives on these typically differ among networks of actors, such that institutional infrastructure is elaborated differently within different network clusters.

On the other hand, we describe fields with unsettled logic prioritizations and limited institutional infrastructure as fragmented, consistent with other descriptions of such fields in the literature. Fragmented fields have not coalesced—disconnected actors or small groups may be focused on a particular issue, but they have not established networks or institutions that prescribe a particular way of interpreting or enacting the issue, or those networks have broken apart as
disagreements on practices occurred. Fields may be fragmented if they emerge in interstitial positions, drawing logics and practices from different adjacent fields (Powell & Sandholtz, 2012), or because new actors with new ideas enter a field with different ideas about appropriate action (Patvardhan et al., 2015). Table 2 shows the field conditions we have described.

Agency and Fields

We have described various field types and conditions, and in this section, our review of the literature shows that these factors have significant impact on the agency that is possible for various actors within the field. This speaks to the paradox of embedded agency (Holm, 1995), a key issue in institutional theory, focusing on the problem of how those embedded in institutions are able to become disembedded enough to try to change them. Many of the early studies of agency in institutional fields took an institutional entrepreneurship perspective, focusing on individuals or organizations that attempt to change institutions (see Battilana, Leca, & Boxenbaum, 2009, for a review). This approach has been criticized for presenting an image of agency that is not only unconstrained by institutional pressures, i.e., that is disembedded (Cooper, Ezzamel & Willmott, 2008; Delmestri, 2006), but that is also single-handedly able to disembed others—a “hypermuscular”, heroic actor (Lawrence, Suddaby, & Leca, 2009).

Yet Battilana et al. (2009) argued that embeddedness is always central to institutional agency: institutional entrepreneurs always act in context. These authors describe the importance of a number of factors that influence agency in institutional fields. Exogenous shocks (Child et al., 2007; Hoffman, 1999; Holm, 1995), including social, technological or regulatory changes (Greenwood et al., 2002), political crises (Fligstein & Mara-Drita, 1996) or natural disasters and environmental issues (Phillips, Lawrence, & Hardy, 2000) have all been identified as triggers
that disrupt a field sufficiently to enable an institutional entrepreneur to reinterpret the environment to support their change project (Beckert, 1999). Others suggest that fields featuring institutional contradictions (Seo & Creed, 2002), or institutional complexity (Clemens & Cook, 1999; Greenwood et al., 2011) enable reflexivity and thus at least partially disembedded action. In addition, fields that are emerging (Maguire et al., 2004) or otherwise weakly institutionalized (Fligstein, 1997; Garud et al., 2002; Sewell, 1992), feature weak constraints, providing greater latitude for action. On the other hand, some authors suggest that the strategic agency of institutional entrepreneurship may be better enabled by strongly institutionalized fields where there is more certainty (Dorado, 2005), and some studies clearly show that institutional entrepreneurship occurs in mature fields (Greenwood et al., 2002), although sometimes the field remains stagnant (Marcus & Anderson, 2010).

Yet incumbents in mature fields are likely to have the power and incentives to maintain field arrangements, while peripheral actors who may be least embedded, and may have the incentive to change institutional arrangements, may not have the influence to do so (Fligstein, 2001). Literature on institutional work has arisen attempting to show a more embedded view of agency involving not just the creation or disruption of institutions, but also the maintenance of institutions, as actors struggle and compete to change or stabilize institutional fields under various field conditions (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006; Lawrence et al., 2009; Maguire & Hardy, 2009). Thus, exogenous triggers may provide an opportunity for agency, as field actors translate or interpret changes in societal logics (Briscoe & Safford, 2008; Hensmans, 2003), state rules (Orsato, den Hond & Clegg, 2002; Purdy & Gray, 2009), peripheral or adjacent fields (Mazza & Pedersen, 2004; Meyer & Höllerer, 2010; Zilber, 2007), or technology changes (Munir, 2005). Yet agency in institutional fields will be significantly affected by actors’ subject positions, and
by field conditions. We review what we know about actors’ field positions and their opportunities for agency and then describe the influence of field conditions.

*Actors’ subject positions and agency.* Extant literature suggests that within fields, not all actors have equivalent influence on field processes such as maintaining the status quo and keeping boundaries in place. Underlying these processes are different mechanisms that ensure or endanger positions of actors in a field. As such, the following forces are notable in the literature: (1) status differences and core/periphery structure, which suggests both hierarchy and network imagery of fields, and (2) the existence of actors that play structuring or governing roles, such as professional associations, accreditation, standards or governance organizations and organizers of awards, ceremonies or other field-configuring events. While we review what is known about subject positions and agency, we also bring nuance to this discussion, referring to our analysis of exchange and issue fields, with the following insights: First, while in exchange fields, it may be clear who central/elite and peripheral actors are, and who is responsible for governance, in issue fields, which bring together constituents from two or more disparate fields, field positions are in flux. What we know about embeddedness has to be reconsidered to take into consideration that field members will be embedded in different populations within issue fields that likely do not share opinions on status hierarchies. Competitions over issues may well not only make power and status contested in issue fields, but they may also disrupt power and status in affiliated exchange fields. Furthermore, even within exchange fields, when field conditions are contested, realigning or fragmented, status hierarchies are less clear and opportunities to influence field processes are likely more open to all actors—further research is needed to identify the limits of what we know about field positions.

*Central/elite Actors.* High-status central or elite actors may have significant influence on
both change and stability within exchange fields (Brint & Karabel, 1991). For example, Greenwood and colleagues found that elite accounting firms (Greenwood et al., 2002); Greenwood & Suddaby, 2006) and law firms (Smets et al., 2012) were the architects of changes in their field, which professional associations eventually adopted. Elite actors tend to span boundaries to other fields, and thus they have more awareness of alternatives (Greenwood et al., 2002) and the influence within the field to convince others to change with them. Gawer and Phillips (2013) showed how Intel was able to shape the developmental trajectory in the field of semiconductors. A study of French cancer research centers found that a group of elite reformers changed the operations in this field (Castel & Friedberg, 2010). Yet central and elite actors are often the actors defending the status quo arrangements that privilege them. For example, Maguire and Hardy (2008) document how elite incumbents engaged in defensive institutional work to continue using DDT; Hensmans (2003) documented how the Recording Industry Association fought Napster’s peer sharing model; and Smets et al. (2012) documented how the German legal professional association fought changes in contract language advanced by a lead firm working across borders. Our review of the studies suggests that elite/central actors are more likely to initiate change in exchange fields by introducing innovations that respond to technological, social or market changes in such a way as to reinforce or augment their privileged position within the normal rules of the game (Ansari & Phillips, 2011; Garud et al., 2002; Gawer & Phillips, 2013). Elite/central actors typically resist change in issue fields where disputes threaten the rules of the game and the distribution of power is at risk (Hensmans, 2003; Orsato et al., 2002; Reay & Hinings, 2005; Vaccaro & Palazzo, 2015; Vermeulen et al., 2007). Furthermore, the benefits of being a central actor in an exchange field may well become liabilities in a competitive issue field, since central/elite actors make excellent targets for social
movement campaigns (Meznar & Nigh, 1995). Social movement organizations’ efforts to
discredit central/elite actors may mean these actors are more constrained than they are in
exchange fields.

*Peripheral or marginalized actors.* Peripheral or marginalized actors may be less bound
by institutional prescriptions compared to central and well-connected actors (Leblebici et al.,
1991; Maguire et al., 2004; Rao et al., 2000) and thus are more likely to introduce innovations, as
Quirke (2013) identified among Toronto private schools, where some schools may be “rogue”.
The issue for peripheral actors is whether or not they have the resources or capacity to compete
for status or market position. In exchange fields, when peripheral actors introduce new
technologies or business models, they may be successful in changing an industry (Leblebici et
al., 1991; Munir, 2005), though they are likely to prompt competitive retaliation, and they are
sometimes acquired by elite actors in an attempt to preserve those actors’ power positions
(Anand & Peterson, 2000; Hensmans, 2003). On the other hand, peripheral actors pursuing niche
positions may “fly under the radar” (Leung, Zietsma, & Peredo, 2014), seeming to have
symbolic and material immunity (Lepoutre & Valente, 2012) in these niche positions, as long as
the niches remain small and unthreatening (Ingenbleek & Reinders, 2013; Quirke, 2013). In issue
fields, which peripheral actors may create by raising a grievance, these actors usually do not
accept the legitimacy of the rules and governance mechanisms that dominate in the field. They
may attempt to influence powerful actors that are at the societal level, such as the courts
(Hoffman, 1999) or the state (Vermeulen et al., 2007; Holm, 1995), or they may forge coalitions
among peripheral subfields (Fligstein & McAdam, 2012; Helfen, 2015; van Bommel & Spicer,
2011), or gain the support of more powerful field members or powerful actors from other fields
(including adjacent, higher-order societal or transnational fields, Helfen, 2015), in order to
increase their influence. For example, Holm (1995) showed how Norwegian fisherman and merchants competed over political support to increase their influence and ability to extract resources from their field. On the other hand, peripheral actors may work with or co-opt central or elite actors to attempt to change the field (van Wijk et al., 2013; Helfen, 2015).

**Middle status actors.** In recent publications, middle status actors have come into view as defenders of the status hierarchy in professional fields. For instance, implementation of externally demanded changes that threatened to upset the hierarchy in hospitals was shown to be most vehemently opposed by middle status professionals (Kellogg, 2009). On the other hand, Bucher et al. (forthcoming), found in a study of medical professionals that higher status and middle status actors defended professional boundaries against those with lower status, but lower and middle status actors also sought to change boundaries to allow their own group more professional autonomy relative to those above them. Wright and Zammuto (2013) show how middle status actors sought change in the field of English cricket, developing it from an elite sport to a broader business-based sport. Thus given that middle status actors potentially compete both above and below their own status, it is likely that they will defend rules that protect their position and attempt to innovate where they have an opportunity to improve their position. Only limited work has examined this idea; therefore, it is not possible to develop more general conclusions with confidence, but it may be that middle status actors will be more likely to defend the status quo in issue fields where their position is threatened, and more likely to innovate in exchange fields where they have an opportunity to increase their share of the rewards associated with status quo arrangements.

**New actors.** A dynamic view of fields also construes that it is not only positional differences that play a role but also that new actors can enter the field over time, increasing
diversity not only in constituents but also in their preferred goals and means. New actors come with the rise of new issues in society, such as the rise of the environmental logic in multiple sectors such as the chemical field (Hoffman, 1999; Maguire & Hardy, 2009), or the rise of new technologies or practices, which may disrupt field power positions (Munir & Phillips, 2005; Leblebici et al., 1991; Farjoun, 2002). Many of the studies we reviewed began by discussing new actors entering the field. For example, in the information schools field (Patvardhan et al., 2015), the expansion of membership in the field led to a fragmentation and contestation of identity.

* Multiply embedded actors.* We have already referred to the importance of boundary spanning or bridging ties as a means of making elite actors aware of more alternatives (Greenwood et al., 2002). Boundary spanners are embedded in one field but are connected to others through network ties. While boundary spanning has impacts on the reflexivity of those who connect to other fields, boundary spanners are not necessarily embedded in multiple fields. Some actors are embedded in multiple fields, however, and this multiple embeddedness can contribute to their reflexivity and/or it can exert counter pressures on them, creating deviation from dominant templates in any given field. For example, Greenwood, Diaz, Li and Lorente (2010) showed how firms responded to market pressures to downsize in divergent ways because of their embeddedness in regional state and family logics. A range of papers has also now identified the importance of community logics in affecting actors (Lee & Lounsbury, 2015; Lounsbury, 2007; Marquis & Lounsbury, 2008). Perhaps the majority of work on this concept comes from the international business literature, focusing on the opportunities and constraints on action afforded to MNEs by virtue of their subsidiary’s embeddedness in multiple country contexts, as well as the internal network of the MNE itself (Ferraris, 2014; Meyer, Mudambi, & Narula, 2011). There has also been an explosion of work on hybrid organizations, which
suggests that there are many actors who are embedded in more than one logic (Battilana & Dorado, 2010; Battilana & Lee, 2014; Jay, 2013; Pache & Santos, 2010). While the emphasis on logics tends to obscure the influence of fields, in fact many of these actors are simultaneously involved in more than one field (such as a community and an industry, Lounsbury, 2007), or at least in an interstitial position between different fields, which may be more descriptive of hybrid organizations. In addition, fields and field actors are also embedded in societal spheres, which may be influential by geography, by religion or social group or even by technology, as the idea of the “digital age” suggests. This multiple embeddedness is simultaneously a source of innovation (as members bring new material in) and a source of constraints on action.

**Field-structuring or governing organizations.** A number of organizations have a significant influence on structuring or governing institutional fields. These include (1) formal governance units, such as regulators, industry standards and certifiers, (2) arbiters of taste, such as awards, charts or ratings, and (3) field coordinators such as industry/professional associations, or organizers of field-configuring events such as conferences or negotiations.

**Formal governance units.** Formal governance units may either be external to the field, sometimes national or transnational, such as a state government, ISO 26000 (Helms et al., 2012), or international labor organizations (Helfen & Sydow, 2013), or internal to the field, such as a field’s regulator, or a field-specific voluntary governance body. Introducing new environmental regulations in China was undertaken by newly founded organizations that ordered multiple fields (Child et al., 2007). In the creation of the Czech and Hungarian banking sector interventions by regulators, negotiating with the banks established rules for this sector (Tihanyi & Hegarty 2007). Government might also be involved in empowering certain groups, such as clusters of researchers and industry in the semiconductor field (Sydow, Windeler, Schubert, & Mollering,
2012), or in negotiating transnational agreements that govern multiple fields (Evans & Kay, 2008; Helfen & Sydow, 2013). Government regulators are considered within the field by the definition of DiMaggio and Powell (1983), but many cross fields as well, and they themselves belong to a societal field of regulators, reporting to the state, and subject to isomorphic influences within the field of regulators.

Many voluntary governance units also exist, including ISO 26000 and 14001, Forest Stewardship Council (Bartley, 2007), Fair Trade (Ingenbleek & Reinders, 2013; Reinecke, Manning & von Hagen, 2012), Organic (Lepoutre & Valente, 2012), etc., often negotiated by members. These voluntary mechanisms may cover small niches, or they may be more broadly applicable to whole populations or transnational arenas (Djelic & Sahlin-Andersson, 2006). Voluntary governance mechanisms are used to address collective or societal issues, leveling the playing field by embedding practices into shared standards.

**Arbiters of taste.** Certain organizations play a significant role in structuring fields by acting as arbiters of taste. For example, Sauder (2008) described the significant effect that U.S. News had on law school education when it initiated its rankings. Similarly, when Soundscan developed a better technology for assessing popularity in the music industry than the market-orchestrating Billboard’s charts, various genres gained or lost status in the field (Anand & Peterson, 2000). Grammy Awards (Anand & Watson, 2004) and literary prizes (Anand & Jones, 2008) have been shown to have significant structuring effects on fields. Voronov, DeClerq and Hinings (2013) show how wine critics and restaurant owners are important in giving legitimacy to Ontario wine as part of the fine wine field.

**Field coordinators.** In addition to formal governance units and arbiters of taste, professional, trade or industry associations or movement leaders often play a significant role in
structuring a field. They may organize field-configuring events (Glynn, 2008; Hardy & Maguire, 2010; McInerney, 2008; Oliver & Montgomery, 2008; Schüssler, et al., 2014), or they may develop field-specific standards to manage industry reputation, and then enforce adherence (Buchanan, 2016; van Wijk et al., 2013). Vermeulen et al. (2007) found that the Dutch concrete industry association exerted considerable influence over innovation potential, favoring incumbent positions versus new entrants. Trade associations often lobby regulators (Gurses & Ozcan, 2015), develop industry positions on issues and maintain industry solidarity. They may work with government to organize field-configuring events. These governing units also influence the manner in which new practices and values are taken up in the field (Buchanan, 2016).

Similarly, professional associations play a significant role in managing issues, enforcing professional standards, dealing with regulators and coordinating professional education and events (Smets et al., 2012; Greenwood & Suddaby, 2006), and they act as both sources of stability and sources of change in institutional fields. It is important to note, however, that field structuring or governing organizations are differentially considered legitimate by different populations of actors within institutional fields. In established exchange fields, such organizations are likely to have significant influence, while in contested issue fields, there may be multiple field coordinators or arbiters competing over field structuring.

Agency and fields summary. Our review suggests that institutional fields, considering the types and conditions we have described, are significantly more heterogeneous than the work of early institutional theorists suggested. Given this heterogeneity, what is the source and power of isomorphism—who is embedded in what? Without a careful consideration of this point, we risk muting the explanatory power of institutional theory. If we consider fields to be made up of disparate groups of norms and ideas (issue fields), or the different practice sets associated with
different populations and/or strategic subgroups (exchange fields), we lose the insight into what makes change difficult in practice. Indeed, the intense focus on institutional change in fields over the last decade or so risks throwing the isomorphic baby out with the bathwater, treating much action as if it were disembedded. And yet many studies continue to refer to the field as the site of a common set of norms that constrain behavior, thus continuing to refer to embeddedness in word, though less in practice.

A closer analysis of the type and conditions of institutional fields provides much more nuance associated with the understanding of agency and isomorphism within fields. For example, when logic prioritizations are not settled (as is the case in fragmented and contested fields), actors may be embedded in logics that come from different populations, or they may even bring logics from completely different fields, particularly in interstitial or other issue fields. With an understanding of the extent of elaboration of the infrastructure of the field, we can also determine just how constraining (or not) a field might be. With an understanding of populations and sub-fields, it is easier for the analyst to understand just what set of institutions any given actor is embedded within. Furthermore, knowing that multiple populations and subfields inhabit a field enables us to understand better the potential for contradictions within the field, which enable not only the reflexivity to question taken-for-granted institutions, but also the possibility for agency (Seo & Creed, 2002). Our review thus suggests that attention to field types and conditions, in interaction with agency, can lead to institutional change or can prevent such change from happening. We turn now to an examination of institutional change.

**Fields and Change**

From our literature review of field types and conditions, change has become a constant and enduring dynamic. The often used lifecycle labels of ‘emerging’ and ‘mature’ restrict
analysis to an evolutionary understanding of fields based on time passed (Wooten & Hoffman, 2008). It is surprising then, given this lifecycle emphasis, that there are nearly no explicit studies on the demise of fields (although some work considers processes of deinstitutionalization, such as the work of Oliver, 1992). Indeed, studies of fields over longer periods of time are scarce (for exceptions see Galvin, 2002; Lelibici et al., 1991; Scott, Ruef, Mendel, & Caronna, 2000; van Gestel & Hillebrand, 2011), and we could learn from studies on strategic failure (Baumard & Starbuck, 2005), and disappearing industries (Porac, Thomas, & Baden-Fuller, 2011). The duration of a study impacts how observations of field conditions are made; whether a field is analyzed as established, contested or (re)established may significantly depend on the amount of time that has passed.

Within a lifecycle approach, there is also the assumption of a linear and irreversible progression (Van de Ven & Poole, 1995) to an equilibrium. Neither the linearity (Amis, Slack, & Hinings, 2004) nor equilibrium assumptions, which pervade social theory (Meyer et al., 2005), hold up to analysis, as many of the studies we reviewed showed established institutionalized fields reverting to contested or fragmented conditions, or realigning to accommodate new infrastructure to support changes in technology, organizational forms or practices. Reversals and oscillations seem to be more the norm than the exception (Amis et al., 2004), and returns to prior states may be possible as latent conditions resurface (Cardinal, Sitkin, & Long, 2004).

Assumptions of a natural tendency toward equilibrium may lead analysts to see change and problems in fields in terms of equilibrium shifts—determining the truncation of their studies and common categorization of field state as “disrupted”.

Scott (2014) has characterized the move from a primary concern with institutional stability to an increasing concern with institutional change as a mark of the maturation of
institutional theory and research. But in spite of a greater concern with change, as evidenced by the more recent theorizations of institutional work (cf. Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006), institutional entrepreneurship (cf. Maguire, Hardy, & Lawrence, 2004), institutional complexity (Greenwood et al., 2012) and institutional logics (Thornton et al., 2012), as we have suggested, there is a lack of such theorization in studying field-level change holistically. What, then, do we suggest as a way forward in this important area?

First, we need to utilize ideas that have been developed on organizational change that are transferable to the field level. We start with the idea of ‘periodicity’ (Greenwood & Hinings, 2006; Hinings & Greenwood, 1988; Pettigrew, Woodman, & Cameron, 2001), which combines three issues. If we wish to answer the question of how fields move from ‘aligning’ to ‘established’ or any other sequence of institutional change, we need to examine the scope of change, the pace of change, and the linearity of change (Amis et al., 2004).

The idea of scope draws attention to which elements change and how much changes. There is a commonality in all definitions of fields: that they are made up of actors in networks of relationship, with those relationships structured around common meanings and interests. An important question in understanding field-level change is which of these elements, actors, networks of relationships and meaning systems (logics) changes, and is there any order or sequence to that change? Work on institutional entrepreneurship suggests that much change occurs through new actors who bring different logics and relationships into the field (Maguire & Hardy, 2009; Thornton et al., 2012). How does institutional change involve other kinds of actors, such as those concerned with governance and legitimation? What effect does institutional change have on hierarchies of status and influence and subsequent power relations? The point of these kinds of questions about field change is to draw attention to which elements change.
Conceptualizing change requires careful specification of what changes that can only be done if there is similarly careful specification of the elements of a field.

There is little in the study of institutional change that deals with the pace of change, i.e., the speed at which a field moves from one state to another. Yet this is important to the development of theories of field-level change. Do fields develop incrementally over relatively long periods of time or in revolutionary ways over short periods of time? This, of course, begs the question of what, in the context of field-level studies, constitutes long or short periods. Many studies of change are over very long periods of time (e.g., Greenwood et al., 2010; Lounsbury, 2007; Tolbert and Zucker, 1983), but such studies do not address the question of timing in change. Much of the organizational change debate about pace has been within the context of planned or policy-led change (Amis et al., 2004). Are fields more naturally evolving and thus have a tendency to be slower paced in change? And, bringing scope and pace together, are there some elements that change faster than others, for example, as a result of the work of institutional entrepreneurs?

Next in understanding the periodicity of field change is the idea of the linearity of change. Because this is largely ignored, there is an implicit assumption that there is directional consistency in change—all elements move in the same direction, possibly at the same pace. But Bourdieu’s work (1975; 1985) emphasizes that there is contestation, competition and struggle in fields, and this has become even more apparent with ideas of multiple logics and institutional complexity (Greenwood et al., 2012). As field change occurs, field elements are tugged and pulled between the interests of competing actors and are likely to be characterized by disjunctions, oscillations, reversals of directions and other processes like these.

Understanding the periodicity of field change also means that it is necessary to be clear
about where a field starts from in that process and where it arrives or ends up. Because most authors do not attend to these issues, we could not make definitive judgments about periodicity in the literature. We encourage researchers to take these aspects into account in the future, particularly when doing comparative work with organizational fields. In general, our categorization of field types requires that we think in more detail about these issues, i.e., what is subject to change, what is the scope of change, the pace of change and the timing of changes, all at the field level. In social movement populations, for example, the key element is ideology; for professional populations, the key element is practice norms; and for industry populations, a key element is market position or status. A change that maintains power positions but changes practices may be convergent for industry exchange fields, but not for professional exchange fields. Conversely, a change that maintains ideology but changes status hierarchies may be convergent for social movement exchange fields but not for industry exchange fields. In order to have a deeper understanding of field-level change, it is necessary to have a more systematic, defined, historical and longitudinal view of change (Pettigrew & Whipp, 1993). From our review, we move beyond ‘change as disruption’ and identify more nuanced patterns of change. We have classified field studies in terms of locus of change (according to field types) and pathways of change (moves between conditions). Indeed, we believe that there is an important research agenda here to clarify, systematize and further the study of institutional change at the field level.

Field types and change. We have described exchange fields organized around populations of industries, professions and social movements, and issue fields including competitive, interstitial and bridging issue fields. In this section, we consider the characteristics of each field type, and review examples from the literature to identify insights about the scope,
pace and linearity of change in each of the field types, as shown in Table 3.

-------------------------------------
Insert Table 3 about here
-------------------------------------

Exchange fields. In industry exchange fields, industry population members seek optimal distinctiveness (Deephouse, 1999), attempting to be similar enough to be legitimate yet different enough to compete. Efforts to compete and struggles for market share and legitimacy in industry exchange fields lead to significant experimentation and introduction of new/superior practices, structures and technologies, either through the efforts of large incumbents (e.g., Ansari & Phillips, 2011; Gawer & Phillips, 2013) or through the innovation of new entrants or peripheral actors (Anand & Peterson, 2000; Hargadon and Douglas, 2001; Leblebici et al., 1991). While many of these changes are convergent changes that leave status hierarchies largely unchanged (Ansari & Phillips, 2011), some are more radical and may disrupt status hierarchies considerably (Hargadon & Douglas, 2001; Leblebici et al., 1991), though their sponsors may attempt to disguise their radicalness in the hopes of maintaining legitimacy (Hargadon & Douglas, 2001). Because boundaries of industry exchange fields are relatively open, and significant experimentation occurs in the pursuit of optimal distinctiveness, the pace of change has been shown to be fast (Hensmans, 2003; Leblibici et al., 1991). Diffusion may have a more moderate pace, however, and be spotty, as industry members may have commitments to other technologies and practices, or they may wait to see if an innovation will pay off. The differentiation among subfield niches also means that innovations are likely to diffuse to some subfields but not to others. However, change is likely to be rather linear as industry members will pay more attention to their own organizations rather than those of their competitors. The exception is when it comes to industry standards, since defining standards has significant implications for power. As Garud et al., (2002) found with the introduction of a Java standard, change was nonlinear and contested.
Interaction partners in exchange fields often provide the impetus for diffusion of an innovation as consultants spread practices (Zbaracki, 1998), and industry associations (Buchanan, 2016; van Wijk et al., 2013), insurance companies (Hoffman, 1999), government agencies (Raaijmakers, Vermeulen, Meeus, & Zietsma, 2015) and others encourage or demand the use of new practices.

Social movement exchange fields share many of these characteristics, as they also typically have permeable boundaries, and interaction partners (especially funders) who demand certain practices. Furthermore, because relations are relatively egalitarian with isomorphic pressures for adherence to ideology but not so much to practices, significant experimentation occurs and many innovations are launched. For example, the Slow Food movement described by van Bommel and Spicer (2013) features a wide variety of organizations that have attached themselves to the ideology of slow food, but their practices and foci are wildly divergent. We expect the pace of the introduction of change thus to be fast in social movement exchange fields, with the same moderate and spotty diffusion of changes as we saw with industry exchange fields, as many social movement organizations play divergent roles with different sets of practices (Bertels et al., 2014). The evolution of social movements has been perceived as a process of mobilization and emergence (Morrill, Zald, & Rao, 2003), suggesting a linear process from mobilization to success or failure. However, studies of social movement dynamics have noted significant nonlinear dynamics. Taylor (1989) studied the women’s movement and found it went into a state of abeyance, maintaining a holding pattern during periods of hostile conditions, but resurfaced when opportunity structures improved, however with fragmentation of the core as a parallel process (Sawyers & Meyer, 1999). Holland and Cable (2002) similarly showed that a local activist core went through two cycles of abeyance and resurgence.

In contrast, in professional exchange fields, change is likely to be primarily convergent,
and be slow to be adopted, since professional associations are focused on control of practices and experimentation is limited. For example, the approval of the multidisciplinary form in the accounting professional field took a number of years and followed a nonlinear path, as different groups at different times reflected on the change and whether or not it should be adopted (Greenwood et al., 2002). Once a change is adopted by the professional association, however, or mandated by a regulator, the diffusion of the change is likely to be swift. For example, the entry from accounting into legal practice was contested and took some time to be accepted (Greenwood & Suddaby, 2006). The regulator quickly reversed the change, however, when the Arthur Anderson scandal brought potential problems with the form to the surface, and adherence to the regulator’s directive was swift.

**Issue fields.** In competitive issue fields, relations among populations within the issue field are frequently conflictual during field change processes, often with dense interactions among subgroups and sparse connections between them. Settlements, if reached, are likely to take considerable time, feature nonlinear reversals due to conflict, and they have the potential to be radical because they typically incorporate the interests of multiple actors. Competitive issue fields not only concern industries and social movements (Hoffman, 1999; Zietsma & Lawrence, 2010), but also concern boundary disputes among professions, such as reallocation of responsibilities in medical fields (Bucher et al., forthcoming; Dunn & Jones, 2010; Reay & Hinings, 2005; 2009); between entrepreneurs and incumbents seeking to affect a regulated market (Gurses & Ozcan, 2015); and between industry and professions, such as between scientists and pharmaceutical companies (Murray, 2010).

Interstitial issue fields will feature much faster, and likely more radical, change because these fields are typically underorganized to begin with. Because they draw infrastructure
elements from several other fields, change is likely to follow nonlinear processes and its diffusion throughout the field is likely to be spotty. Granqvist and Laurila (2011) describe the emergence of the nanotechnology field comprised of scientists, government officials, entrepreneurs and activists. The field featured many changes as infrastructure was added, and over time the activists were shut out. Similarly, Maguire et al., (2004) describe the emergence of the HIV/AIDS field, which included pharmaceutical firms, patient care advocates, physicians, members of the gay population and others. As the field organized, many new practices, protocols, meanings and structures to manage HIV/AIDS treatment emerged.

Bridging issue fields are likely to primarily produce convergent change, though such changes are likely to add up to significant transformations over time. Each change must be defined in nonlinear negotiation processes that seek to integrate the interests of members of the other fields the issue field is bridging. Though the pace of change is likely to be slow, the negotiated process of change suggests that once members agree on a new practice or meaning, it will diffuse rapidly to all members of the field. For example, O’Mahony and Bechky (2008) describe the coordination of work between firms and members of the open source community involving nonlinear processes of negotiations, surfacing convergent and divergent interests, to define rules. Conflict meant some reversals, but coordination processes established the basis for ongoing collaboration, and a boundary organization managed the field bridging over time, providing pluralistic control, brokering agreements and otherwise managing coordination.

While we have argued the scope, pace and linearity of change will depend on the type of field, change processes will also vary depending on field conditions, as described next.

**Field conditions and pathways of change.** In considering the relationship between field conditions (established, aligning, fragmented and contested—see Table 2) and change, we look
to the triggers for change that move fields between these conditional states. We focus on changes in field conditions because our review suggested that any institutional change involved a change in state in fields, even if it was only moving from an established field to aligning around a new practice, rule or organizational form before returning to an established state.

In the past decade, and with the focus on institutional logics within fields, institutional entrepreneurship (and the debates of embedded agency) and institutional work, this shift in theorizing has seen a consequent focus on triggers of endogenous change in fields (Ansari, Wijen, & Gray, 2013; Battilana, 2011; Battilana & D’Aunno, 2009; Battilana et al., 2009; DiMaggio, 1991; Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006; Sherer & Lee, 2002), as opposed to the rarer exogenous shocks of earlier models (Greenwood & Hinings, 1996). Such earlier understandings were captured by Greenwood and Hinings (1996) in a model of radical change examining how exogenous shocks enter and infiltrate a field and are translated by its member organizations. Such change was episodic and radical, and not as common in studies of fields as one might expect (for an exception see Lægreid & Serigstad, 2006; Child et al., 2007). By contrast, institutional drift (Oliver, 1992) focuses more on the gradual changes in institutions that occur as performance slips and meanings shift over time (see for example, Zilber, 2002). Institutional entrepreneurship (Battilana et al., 2009), diffusion (Kennedy & Fiss, 2009; Lounsbury, 2001; Purdy & Gray, 2009), and the influence of field-configuring events (Garud, 2008; Lampel & Meyer, 2008), which provide a context for interaction between hitherto unconnected parties (Glynn, 2008), have all been implicated in endogenous change processes. Indeed, by emphasizing issue fields, what might otherwise be seen as exogenous (e.g., activist pressure) becomes endogenous, as new actors enter issue fields when they engage with exchange field members to pressure for change on a particular issue.
Triggers for change. A number of studies of institutional change that we reviewed focused on changes within industry populations, predominately triggered through internal competition. When industry populations are experiencing stagnating or declining revenues, or when new technology, business models or organizational structures are introduced, competition triggers changes in relations and practices (Furnari, 2014; Garud, 2008; Munir & Phillips, 2005). These innovations may be introduced by incumbents, such as was the case for mobile telephony (Ansari & Phillips, 2011), and multidisciplinary practice organizational forms (Greenwood et al., 2002), often preserving power and status hierarchies. Alternatively, when peripheral actors introduce innovations, status hierarchies may be remade. For example, when Edison introduced electric lighting, the market transition away from gas lighting disrupted the previous market leaders (Hargadon & Douglas, 2001). Similarly, Kodak, long dominant in the photographic industry, suffered significant losses when digital photography moved from the margins to mainstream, overtaking film-based photography (Munir & Phillips, 2005). Some studies show how incumbents seek to preserve their power and status by purchasing innovations. For example, Billboard, the dominant provider of hit charts in the music business, purchased its disruptor, the new entrant Soundscan, in order to maintain its role as market information provider (Anand & Peterson, 2000). The more reliable and valid data produced by Soundscan’s technology did maintain Billboard’s dominance, but it changed the hierarchy of genres in the music business. Similarly, when peer-sharing upstart Napster disrupted the recording industry association (Hensmans, 2003), Bertelsmann eventually bought the company, though the recording industry has never been the same.

Our classification of the field conditions of empirical studies across the literature suggests that there are discernable patterns of field change in competition within exchange fields. The
studies we saw where change was stimulated by internal elite actors showed fields progressing from established conditions into aligning (or realigning) states, as new technologies, forms or other innovations were adopted (Mazza and Pedersen, 2004). The change happened in a more evolutionary and convergent way, leaving power and status hierarchies largely as they were. Exceptions occurred when exchange fields contained both professions and industry populations, each embedded in their own separate, though linked, population-level institutional structures (see also Abbott, 2005). While industry populations introduced changes, professional associations were often resistant, making change take longer and creating more conflict (Greenwood & Suddaby, 2006; Smets et al., 2012). On the other hand, when change was initiated by peripheral actors, exchange fields became contested, with elite incumbents attempting to protect their positions either by resisting change or co-opting its source (Anand & Peterson, 2000; Hensmans, 2003; van Wijk et al., 2013).

We also observed in industry populations that triggers for endogenous change may arise through field-configuring events (Anand & Jones, 2008; Anand & Watson, 2004), and the creation of new subfields (Anand & Watson, 2004; Lepoutre & Valente, 2012) by existing members around a particular issue. For example, Lepoutre and Valente (2012) found that members of Belgian horticulture created a subfield around the issue of being an organic producer. Similarly, Anand and Watson (2004) showed how field members created a new category within the field of publishing and established it through the Booker Prize, as a field-configuring ritual. Subfields may be created from members gathering on an issue, resource, category or new technology—they essentially form a strategic actor group (Fligstein & McAdam, 2012) within a larger field and become a source of change, and in doing so, gain some immunity from isomorphic pressures from the mainstream field (Lepoutre & Valente, 2012).
Exchange fields may also have change triggered through the introduction and translation of new infrastructure such as categories, rankings and organizational forms. These may come from incumbents (Greenwood & Suddaby, 2006), in which case power structures are often reinforced, or from new actors, such as U.S. News’ entry into ranking of legal education (Sauder, 2008). If such a change is introduced by a new or peripheral actor, this new infrastructure, especially ratings, rankings and awards, reconfigures relations within a field, and is often used to disrupt established power bases (Sauder, 2008) by changing the social evaluations of reputations and status of actors conducted within the field (George, Dahlander, Graffin, & Sim, 2016). Such innovations are often legitimated by the pressures and logics drawn from broader society or nearby fields (Greenwood & Suddaby, 2006; Guillen, 1997; Kim, Shin, Oh, & Jeong, 2007; Sauder, 2008).

In our review, we found that many exchange field members are drawn into issue fields when the State imposes a change or a social movement pressures for one. Within fields, governments may create and formally legitimize new actors (Borum, 2004; Child et al., 2007), and introduce new laws that change relational channels or required field practices (Castel & Friedberg, 2010; Currie, Lockett, Finn, Martin, & Waring, 2012; Nigam & Occasio, 2010; Oakes et al., 1998; Orsato et al., 2002; Raajmakers et al., 2015; Reay & Hinings, 2005). Regulatory changes or policy interventions might be directly imposed from above (Windeler & Sydow, 2001) or by formulating policy priorities and changing resource patterns (Swan, Bresnen, Robertson, Newell, & Dopson, 2010; Sydow et al., 2012). A common feature is seeking balance between various sub-populations in the newly defined field, as has been repeatedly shown for health exchange fields (Arndt and Bigelow, 2000; Blomgren, 2007; Kitchener, 2002). When the State does take such action, the resulting change is varied, depending on actor position and
ability to resist or delay implementation (Barley, 2010; Orsato et al., 2002), and the existence of societal support and broader public pressure (Borum, 2004; Kim et al., 2007).

We note here that societal pressure also manifests in issue fields through social movements concerned with certain aspects of field activity and practices, such as environmental practices (Hoffman, 1999; Maguire & Hardy, 2009), or through minority or previously silenced actors, such as those fighting protection payments to the Mafia (Vacarro & Palazzo, 2015). Because issue fields often feature dialectical processes among diverse actors, the settlement of contentious issues may be only temporary (van Gestel & Hillebrand, 2011).

Additionally, studies of newly emerging fields with sparse infrastructure begin either in fragmented states (where the prioritization of logics has yet to be determined) or aligned states (where there is broad agreement on the prioritization of logics). In reviewing these studies, we found that fields often form and change around opportunities, such as the pursuit of a promising new technology (cochlear implants in Garud, 2008; photography in Munir & Phillips, 2005; and nanotechnology in Meyer, Gaba & Colwell, 2005), a new market or area of practice (e.g., consulting in Kipping & Kirkpatrick, 2013; information schools in Patvardhan et al., 2015), or to take advantage of a regulatory shift (Purdy & Gray, 2009). A less elaborated institutional infrastructure, or one that is fragmented, provides space for innovation and also weaker points in field boundaries, enabling entry of new actors. For example, Kipping and Kirkpatrick (2013) describe how new actors enter a weakly professionalized field from the margins. Fields also emerge through opportunities provided by changes in government regulation (Purdy & Gray, 2009) and through events that draw in actors from previously disparate fields (Meyer, Gaba & Colwell, 2005; Oliver & Montgomery, 2008). These interstitial spaces are generative for new collaborations and provide space for new systems of meaning and relations to be worked out
(Furnari, 2014; Medvetz, 2012). Studies of emerging fields suggest that even in aligned fields, there is a tendency to return to fragmentation, especially with the entry of new actors with different perspectives (e.g., Kipping & Kirkpatrick, 2013; Patvardhan et al., 2015).

Pathways of change. In reviewing field-level studies of change, we identify six pathways of change based on triggers that move a field from one condition (see Table 4) to another. We present sample studies that illustrate these pathways in Table 5. We recognize that there is a success bias in the studies of institutional change that are selected for publication, and that as a result, there are more possible pathways and triggers. Furthermore, we are largely unable to draw firm conclusions about what matters in institutional change because we have few examples of pathways that lead to failure rather than success, and we strongly encourage such research on failure. However, the pathways we identify in the literature represent relatively consistent patterns and identify some possibilities that should be evaluated further in future research.

The pathways we identify represent conditional moves in fields, distinct from previous understandings of field change based on the passing of time (e.g., mature or emergent). A field may move from an established condition where, as we previously described, there is highly elaborated institutional infrastructure with distinct dominance orders and actor positions, to a condition of (re)aligning or contestation. From a field condition of established to one of (re)aligning, change is usually observed through incremental changes, with incumbents, elites or central actors often managing the change. This incremental change sees the field realigning around new practices or relational channels, and adjusting institutional infrastructure. Triggers for this move may be the introduction of a new technology, law or arbiter of taste, perhaps involving competitive moves within the field. For example, Anand and Watson (2004) show how
the introduction of Grammy Awards in the commercial music industry shifted field attention by generating prestige, impacting actor positions and status over time. The Grammy ritual reordered relations by creating new and stronger linkages between retailers, artists and producers. While both exchange and issue fields can make this move from an established state to a realigning one, we are much more likely to see it among exchange fields (Ansari & Phillips, 2011; Oakes et al., 1998), since issue fields are less likely to be established to begin with. Issue fields that are established are likely to have achieved settlements with difficulty, through negotiations, because of the different logics that exist in such fields. Any change might require extensive and iterative renegotiations to achieve. The exception might be seen with bridging issue fields if changes are relatively minor and convergent with established status orderings. These ideas remain largely speculative, however, as there have been few studies of issue fields that are established.

Another common pathway is the movement from an established to a contested field condition. Moving to a contested state often occurs through more disruptive change, either an exogenous shock or through the challenging of status quo by a new or peripheral actor (Hensmans, 2003), a coercive change via new regulation, or perhaps the tipping point is a social movement or arbiter of taste where existing rules of the game are publicly called into question (Sauder, 2008). Reay and Hinings (2005) show how the established field of healthcare in Alberta became contested when a new government-led healthcare reform strategy was implemented and legislated. This coercive change abruptly introduced a new logic into the healthcare system, previously grounded in a logic of medical professionalism, to a new logic of business-like healthcare. In order to accomplish this change, the government first implemented structural changes that were radical and occurred at a revolutionary pace (Greenwood & Hinings, 1996), such as funding models, governance systems, roles and responsibilities. Alternatively,
contestation may arise not from peripheral actors or central actors, but from a breach in the rules of the game by a central actor (or the revelation of such breaches). For example, WikiLeaks and the News of the World both used the same practices to make the public private, and in doing so disrupted traditional circuits of power and established fields of journalism and news reporting, contributing to significant contestation (Logue & Clegg, 2015). In many cases, this move from established to contested corresponds to a move from an exchange field to an issue field, as new actors with different logics enter the field and challenge practices (Hoffman, 1999; Zietsma & Lawrence, 2010).

Other pathways of field change include a move from a fragmented condition to one that is aligned (or aligning) or contested. In moving from fragmented to aligning, we observe how underorganized domains with little coordination of action or relations and limited institutional infrastructure begin to converge around certain ideas, rules, positions and actors. Many studies have demonstrated this pathway of field change through the analysis of field-configuring events, where previously disparate actors come together and through collective sense-making develop shared systems of meaning (Garud, 2008; Zilber, 2007). Oliver and Montgomery (2008) show how such a shift can occur through the intensity of a single meeting, in their analysis of a professional conference at a pivotal moment in the emergence of the Jewish lawyers group in pre-state Israel in 1944. The shared cognitions developed in this fragmented space led to an alignment in the field and the consequent growth in the Jewish legal profession and Jewish judges, use of Hebrew in courts and establishment of an Israeli bar. This move is most commonly seen in interstitial (Granqvist & Laurila, 2011) and bridging issue fields (Hardy & Maguire, 2010; Helms et al., 2012), but may also be seen in exchange fields.

A field may also move from a fragmented to a contested condition, where in the process
of a field emerging, rules, roles and resources are a source of struggle as disparate actors tussle for position. In Washington’s (2004) study of the US National Collegiate Athletic Association, the analysis of the central actor shows the evolution of a field moving from fragmented to contested (and eventually aligning) over an almost 100-year time period; contestation in fields may exist for a significant duration. This move is likely in both exchange (Patvardhan et al., 2015) and issue fields (Hardy & Phillips, 1999).

Other pathways of change include a field moving from a condition of contestation to one of alignment or establishment (noting that such a pathway is often observed as a second-order move in a field study given it assumes prior field existence). Many studies situate their field analysis in this conditional context—a setting of field contestation—then examine how the contestation played out and the processes by which a field eventually (re)settles or coheres (avoiding assumptions of linear change here). In such settings, as disputes and rules get worked out, an issue field may revert to or become an exchange field, and actors may (re)align around new logics or through new relational channels. Zietsma and Lawrence (2010) show the expansive scope of changes that led to the significant realignment of the forestry industry in British Columbia after a period of contestation, including through new actors, social movements and regulatory changes, to get to an eventual settlement on legitimate practices of forestry. Similarly, Meyer and Höllerer (2010), present a historical case of the dissemination of the Anglo-American idea of “shareholder value” of corporate governance, and its contestation in Austria given its challenge to the local consensus on the role and purpose of corporations. This struggle over meaning plays out over time, permeating the public discourse with Austrian corporations gradually displaying commitment to this orientation, realigning the field around a changed meaning system.
When a field moves from being contested to established, this pathway of change often sees fields being settled abruptly (as they skip a condition of aligning). This may be triggered by the introduction of a new law or actor that settles disputes or elite-driven convergent change. Examples of this abound in Gurses and Ozcan’s (2015) historical analysis of the introduction of cable television into the U.S. and the role of market regulation and courts in settling field disputes—in this case often in favour of the market incumbents due to their close relations with regulators. Holm (1995) showed a similar pattern in the Norwegian fishing industry. This path is likely in both issue and exchange fields.

While we identified six common pathways of field change (from one condition to another), fields feature multiple pathways over time. The pathways we identify represent conditional moves in fields. Fields may feature multiple pathways (or moves from one field condition to another) over time. For example, Hargadon and Douglas (2001) showed how the established gas light industry field was contested by the innovation of the electric light, causing the need for incumbents to realign to this challenge from a peripheral actor and new technology, eventually settling and reestablishing. The less common moves observed in our review included from an established condition to a fragmented condition (arguably rare occasions where an existing field suffers an exogenous shock that decimates the field) and from a fragmented to an established condition (arguably rare occasions where the working out and struggling over rules, positions and meaning are skipped and instead settled immediately by a top-down force or regulatory decision). We also suggest the moves from aligning to contested, or aligning to fragmented, are more temporary states, as fields begin to get some coherency in their evolution or emergence, and struggles and disputes flare up again causing contestation or fragmentation. A pathway from a contested field condition to a fragmented condition suggests field disputes that
cannot be resolved and the field fails to emerge or cohere. A pathway from an aligning field condition to an established condition usually involves a process of convergence and is commonly observed as a second-order move in the studies reviewed. This pathway is quite common in the institutionalization of a field (Munir & Phillips, 2005).

While our analysis here focuses on merely one move in field conditions, it is likely there are stable and consistent patterns that combine multiple moves. These patterns are likely to vary by trigger for change, position power of agents involved, type of field and condition of field at outset. Initial examination of Table 5 and Appendix 1, which classify institutional change studies on these elements, suggests patterns such as *elite-driven convergent change, interstitial issue-field emergence and settlement, new entrant-driven radical change, endogenous subfield development, contested issue-field war and settlement*, etc. These change patterns are likely to have systematic influences on the pace, linearity and scope of change. Because each study in the literature had a particular area of focus and necessarily excluded some elements, comprehensive assessment based on prior research would be incomplete and tentative only. Future research using qualitative comparative analysis might be one means to discern and evaluate such patterns, and we encourage such field-comparative approaches.

**Conclusions and Research Agenda**

As Powell, Oberg, Korff, Oelberger and Kloos (forthcoming) note, “organizational fields have changed over the past four decades—they are more dynamic, boundaries are more porous, different organizations have come to populate them, and the power differentials among members have been altered, in part as a result of the advent of the World Wide Web. As a consequence, different relational possibilities are altering the configurations of fields.” We believe theory has not caught up to changes in society. Our starting point in all of this is to emphasize difference—
something that has been lost in institutional theory (Greenwood, Hinings, & Whetten, 2014). Our review shows that there has been little concern with systematically analyzing field differences, as a result of which it is not possible to know whether the basis of comparison between field-level processes such as diffusion, isomorphism and institutional complexity is reliable. It is only by knowing what kind of field those processes are located in that real comparison can be made. This is very much in line with a concern in organization theory generally with classification (Fiss, 2007; Meyer, Tsui & Hinings, 1993). Thus, to help organize and summarize the literature reviewed, we first elaborated field types and examined field conditions, from which we can better understand the nature of any field that we study, and then we theorized how those differences interact with agency and change.

Our review of the different, overlapping definitions of fields led us to note two types of fields: exchange fields and issue fields, based on the purposes that fields serve, with three subtypes each. Within fields we suggested that there are three types of populations—industry, professional and social movement—although we acknowledge that these may be further segmented into subfields like strategic groups for industry fields, or specialists within professional fields, and that other types of subfields may exist.

While we could categorize our fields according to relatively simple criteria, the various fields are not evenly covered by empirical studies—clearly more comprehensive studies have been conducted on industry fields, with social movement fields being a recent addition. Much of what we reviewed has been described by researchers publishing on these fields in the same terms. For issue fields we suggest that there are three configurations that arise from previous studies, interstitial, competing and bridging issue fields. This reflects a much more recent wave of studies on issue fields as the core subject of research, leading to a new categorization labeled
on the basis of the findings of relevant studies, though the authors of these papers may not recognize these labels. In ordering the findings in these three categories, we seek to clarify research on issue fields.

Moreover we concluded that there is an important relationship between exchange fields and issue fields. When issue focused actors engage with exchange fields, exchange fields convert to issue fields, often fostering changes in logics or other field elements. For example, Galvin (2002) documented how the medical field, dominated by the medical profession, became fragmented and complex as consumers and interest groups brought new issues into healthcare. Similarly issue fields may revert to exchange fields, as the issues that prompted competitive issue fields become encompassed in exchange fields’ institutional infrastructure. In Galvin’s longitudinal study, new professional groups and field actors arose to manage the issues that consumers and interest groups brought to healthcare, in what we interpret as embedding these issues into a realigned exchange field. Other logical transformations that have been suggested are the development of new industries from an interstitial issue field such as recycling (Lounsbury, 2001). This opens the possibility of an evolutionary model of fields, as yet not explored in research, and studies are needed to examine the conditions by which one type of field can evolve into another.

In our review we identified fields in which professional and industry populations cohabit a domain and mutually support one another. The prime example might be the healthcare industry and the medical profession. While extensive studies have been done on this partnership, and on others such as the accounting and legal professions and the accounting and law industries (Greenwood et al., 2002; Greenwood & Suddaby, 2005; Smets et al., 2012), it is also the case that virtually every industry exchange field interacts with professions to a greater or lesser
extent, and while prior work has argued that professions serve as a stabilizing influence within fields, it is also likely that they serve as a conduit for innovations across industry exchange fields.

In terms of a research agenda, our field types point to a number of issues. First, there is the need to further test the distinction between exchange and issue fields; for us this is a starting point, one that we believe is robust in that it has been derived from extant definitions of fields and from comparisons of studies in the literature. We have not focused on other types of fields, such as state fields, or interlinked policy fields that overlap with (Evans & Kay, 2008), but may sit at a hierarchically higher level than the issue and exchange fields that we describe (Holm, 1995). Such fields require further exploration, as do transnational governance fields and influences (Djelic & Sahlin-Andersson, 2006). Second, the dynamics of the subfield populations that we outline need empirical investigation, together with a search for other subfield populations. All of this is part of the important element of systematically elaborating different actors within a field, their common meaning systems and their homogeneity and heterogeneity. Third, we believe the relationship between issue fields and exchange fields is a particularly fruitful area of research. When and how do issue fields revert to exchange fields if settlements are negotiated on issues? Do exchange fields then include the new actors that were involved in the issue field, or do their issues become codified in exchange field infrastructure, enabling them to disengage with the field itself? Studies in this area might profit from a mapping of field evolution over longer periods of time than the usual episode-driven field studies we encountered as the dominant form. The more limited focus of such studies is a by-product of journal page limitations and we need to caution the reader that this gap is partly artificial. Studies that show a broader and more encompassing picture are typically published in book form (see e.g., Scott, et
Our analysis of field conditions is also predicated on differences in logics and institutional infrastructure (Greenwood et al., 2011; Hinings et al., forthcoming; Raynard, forthcoming). We categorize fields in terms of whether there are settled or unsettled logic prioritizations and limited or elaborated institutional infrastructure. This produces a four-fold classification of field conditions, namely, aligned/aligning, fragmented, established and contested. Such a classification captures most of the elements that have been important in research on fields.

There is an important research issue from this elaboration of field conditions in its own right: to relate such conditions to the field types. What is the existence of, for example, a fragmented exchange field or a contested issue field? Do all field conditions exist in both types of field? In any classification scheme it is important to know the actual distribution of the different types. Of course, a further important research topic is to utilize the field types and conditions to understand agency and change, which we turn to next.

Indeed, our review demonstrates that these field types and field conditions have significant impact on both the agency of actors within a field and on processes and pathways of change. Our examination of agency stresses the heterogeneity of actors, once again asserting that institutional theory has not taken the variety of actors seriously. Indeed, field studies tend to concentrate on a very limited set of actors. We suggest that actors can be characterized by their position in the field: central/elite actors, peripheral or marginalized actors, middle status actors and interstitial positions. They can also be characterized by their roles or functions, such as field-structuring or governing organizations, formal governance units, field coordinators or arbiters of taste. The point is that there are usually many and varied actors in a field. Their agency is
structured by the kind of field and subfield they are part of and the heterogeneity/homogeneity of actors involved. Thus, institutional fields are significantly more heterogeneous than many institutional theorists have suggested (Scott, 2014).

In terms of future research, an important question is, given such heterogeneity, what are the sources and powers of isomorphism? Who is embedded in what? We believe that our approach and analysis suggest new conceptualizations and direction for the examination of embedded agency.

Finally, and in many ways the centerpiece of our argument, is the relationship between types of fields, field conditions and field-level change. While we believe strongly in classification, any typology or taxonomy is useful only in terms of what it helps us to explain. As more and more fields studies have become concerned with multiple logics (institutional complexity) and field-level change (Greenwood et al., 2011; Thornton et al., 2012), examining different kinds of field change is critical for understanding both similarity and difference in change processes. Indeed, we identified different patterns of change and we suggested as a starting point six common pathways distilled from the empirical literature.

Essentially, what we have outlined in Table 4 represents a set of hypotheses for future research, elaborating the relationships between field types, field conditions, agency and change. It represents the crux of our arguments that emphasize taking difference seriously. As institutional theory has moved from a concern with diffusion and isomorphism to a concern with embedded agency, field change and institutional complexity, so there is an increasing concern with differences between and within fields. Through the concept of pathways of change we hypothesize how change occurs in these different sets of field circumstances. This represents a major research agenda as we go forward, attempting to empirically validate these pathways,
identifying others, and through that work, tightening up the scaffolding of theorizing on institutional fields. There is much to be done.

Our thrust is to produce a comprehensive conceptual framework, allied to important theoretical issues as a way of moving the study of fields forward. We have shown that there is an absence of systematic analysis in examining fields as a result of which it is difficult to produce comparative, cumulative research. In putting forward a research agenda, we are arguing that the most important basis for comparative, cumulative research is the use of the same or very similar conceptual frameworks. In this sense, this paper seeks to do for fields what Thornton et al. (2012) set out to do for institutional logics, to “lay the groundwork for the continued development of this progressive research program” (Thornton et al., 2012: 170). Such an approach puts conceptual development ahead of empirical evaluation. Indeed, strong conceptual frameworks and elaborated theoretical schema allow better evaluation of the empirical basis of different studies because such an evaluation is initially driven by relevance for, and contribution to, theoretical development.

Our approach allows us to be agnostic about research design, methods and data analysis. The studies that we have reviewed use a range of methods. While we recognize that all studies in all methods focus on particular features of institutional fields and ignore others, and thus we cannot treat the studies we reviewed as complete depictions of organizational fields, our aim has been to utilize those studies to build initial concepts and theoretical propositions, which can be examined in future work. Design, methods and analysis are relevant to the particular concepts and propositions being examined. We urge more comparative analysis, but such analysis can be in-depth comparisons between two fields, or less deep, more outline comparisons between many fields. Indeed, institutional theory has shown (to us) a welcome embrace of multiple designs,
methods and analysis. Again, we agree with Thornton et al.’s (2012: 184) reflection on studies of logics, “the strength of the foundational studies of the institutional logics perspective has been on the triangulation of types of data and methods of analysis—being reliant on both qualitative and quantitative methods.” We recognize the same strengths in studies of fields and would expect that diversity to continue. What we are pleading for is embracing an articulated set of concepts about fields, field processes and field change.

**Additional Research Directions**

While we feel a rich research agenda is associated with our categorization of fields in this paper, there are also a number of outstanding issues that we could not give full attention to in this review, but which represent promising new directions for future research. We describe three: interstitial issue fields, field to field interactions and societal problems and fields.

*Interstitial issue fields.* An interesting direction for future research would be to examine how organizations in interstitial positions manage connections to multiple fields. Further, are there different dynamics associated with permanent versus temporary interstitial organizing? Are there specific advantages or disadvantages of interstitial emergence with the borrowing and blending of adjacent field infrastructure and logics that this implies, or do all fields begin as issue fields in interstitial spaces? Future work is needed. Such work is likely to provide insights for research on cross-sector partnerships and hybrid organization. While these organizations have typically been considered rather independently of field locations, addressing them as interstitial organizing may suggest different means of identifying and addressing barriers to collaboration, contestation about meanings and practices, and means of organizing that could better manage the field to field connections and institutional integration that is required in interstitial organizing.

*Field to field interactions.* With the elaboration of different types of fields, the location of
these ordered social spaces in the overall structure of society requires more attention. One
direction would be to use our distinctions to more systematically study the effects of field to field
interactions, an area that remains both under-theorized and under-explored empirically.

We note several promising beginnings. Evans and Kay (2008) studied the negotiation of
the North American Free Trade Agreement and the relative success of the labor and
environmental social movement fields in influencing what they term a hostile trade policy field.
They claimed that the structure of field overlaps enabled mechanisms of influence including
alliance brokerage, rule-making, resource brokerage and frame adaptation. Van Wijk et al.
(2013) examined the intersection of the emerging sustainable tourism movement field with the
established Dutch outbound tourism industry field, finding that the relative permeability of the
movement field induced the industry field to attempt to co-opt the movement with collaboration.
Instead, the co-optation was mutual as the movement field and industry field co-structured the
issue field together.

Thinking about these influences as field intersections rather than as field outsiders
attempting to influence a field or conflict within issue fields (Hoffman, 1999), suggests different
ways to understand the source and persistence of multiplicity in organizational operations. While
a significant number of studies have appeared on the interactions of different populations in the
healthcare industry, most of these studies focus on localized interactions between relevant groups
like doctors and state administrators (Reay & Hinings, 2005), and medical and public health
educators (Dunn & Jones, 2010). Field members also interact with members of other fields,
either in regular exchange relationships or in issue-focused debates that arise due to exogenous
changes (Hoffman, 1999). Moreover, field members interact in a more diffuse manner with other
fields bringing in practices and resources from other fields (Greenwood et al., 2002; Smets et al.,
2012). These are promising beginnings in theorizing interfield relationships, but we feel that much more work is warranted in this area.

Institutional theory could benefit by drawing on concepts from related literatures. Some work has been focusing on field to field interactions using an ecological perspective (Abbott, 2005; Freeman & Audia, 2006), acknowledging that fields function in wider environments, with linkages to other fields. However studies of fields and field dynamics have paid little attention to these ideas. Attention to the external connections of a field and considering through which mechanisms legitimacy, resources and political support are transferred to its constituents might provide a fruitful research area.

First, using the concept of audiences, derived from the turn towards contextualization and attention to community embeddedness in organization ecology (Freeman & Audia, 2006), might help to identify the way in which a field and its purpose are perceived and supported by external actors. Second, further exploring field to field interactions might enable us to better understand how these interactions shape internal field processes. Abbott (2005) emphasized that audiences are in their own ecologies, but that ecologies are often linked. For example, academic disciplines are differentiated but remain linked in areas of methodology, research practices, conferences, etc. Furthermore, they are also linked to universities, students and businesses through technology transfer offices. There are settlements that connect each linked ecology, and these settlements are both cross-cutting and overlapping.

Abbott suggested two mechanisms that could connect fields: hinges and avatars. Hinges are mechanisms or settlements that provide rewards for parties in different fields. For example, proponents of recycling in universities and actors in the recycling industry (Lounsbury, 2001) might work together to influence a specific type of government regulation since both fields
benefit. *Avatars* are a mechanism by which one ecology creates a version of itself to be embedded in another ecology. Further developing this line of reasoning could, for instance, clarify the manner in which issues either form a transformative force from the outside criticizing the practices in industry fields or work from the inside, with the risk of losing focus as their host fields transform them over time. These ideas can be connected to work on social movements that compares the effects of insider versus outsider activists on change (Briscoe & Gupta, 2016).

In yet another conceptualization of potential interactions between fields, Furnari (2016) theorized the relations between fields, building on resource dependence theory. He discussed institutional fields as linked arenas and claimed that interfield resource dependence between fields, specifically mutual dependence and power imbalance, impacts the institutional work done by members of each field and shapes the existence and nature of institutional change that is likely to result. These recent discussions point to the potential benefits of a further exploration of field to field interactions by combining different theoretical traditions, as Liu and Emirbayer (2016) have suggested, noting the complementarity of the field approach with insights from ecological thinking. Similarly, studies might make more substantive use of the progress made in the study of social movement fields (e.g., Diani, 2013; Diani & Pilati, 2011). We can surmise that combining these recent discussions in one framework with the distinction in three types of exchange fields and issue fields we made, might lead to a fruitful empirical research program.

*Societal problems and fields.* Fields are by nature constellations of organizations that uphold standards together, negotiate or fight over change, or express conflicting interests. Yet their interests are typically rather narrow when compared to the “wicked” problems (Rittel & Webber, 1973) facing global society, such as climate change (Wijen & Ansari, 2007; Wright, Nyberg, & Grant, 2012), the global financial crisis, poverty (Mair, Marti, & Ventresca, 2012),
the Zika virus or Ebola outbreak, income inequality (Lawrence, Amis, Munir, Hirsch, & McGahan, 2014), terrorism and others. These issues, and many more mundane issues such as water governance and air pollution cannot be settled within fields; they demand the ability to analyze issues involving (and across) multiple fields—they demand interfield action. Further work on field to field interactions may help to address this concern. While we have restricted our analysis in this article to a better understanding of individual fields, with suggestions for interfield relationships based on our analysis of issue fields, we believe that the scaffolding we have developed in this review can be helpful for understanding interfield relationships because it helps us to understand where shared meanings and other institutional infrastructure elements exist that may prevent change, or that may be leveraged to enable change. Furthermore, work on issue fields suggests the means by which societal concerns can be encompassed in issue fields of their own, with potential pathways for the formation of new institutional infrastructure to address societal issues. As our review has suggested, in many ways issue fields are the mechanism by which rising societal issues are incorporated into the institutions of exchange fields, enabling adjustment in what otherwise may be somewhat durable arenas for social coordination. There is significant work to be done examining societal problems and collective action, however, and we both encourage this work and are in turn encouraged to see a number of initiatives in the management field focused on addressing these grand challenges of society.

In this article, we aimed to review the state of the art on fields and, based on that review, to build some theoretical scaffolding to enable the further development of studies on institutional fields. We hope that we have at least gone some way to achieving our objective of stimulating additional research, and more focused research, that enables future theoretical development.
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### Table 1. Types of Fields and their Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Exchange Fields</th>
<th>Social Movement Exchange Fields</th>
<th>Competitive Issue Fields</th>
<th>Interstitial Issue Fields</th>
<th>Bridging Issue Fields</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose/Focus of Orchestration</strong></td>
<td>Coordinating exchange with interaction partners; coordinating lobbying, industry promotion or standards development.</td>
<td>Controlling practices and enforcing boundaries.</td>
<td>Mobilizing and coordinating actors and resources to further an agenda or extend an ideology.</td>
<td>Competing over meanings and practices.</td>
<td>Negotiating coordination to respond to emerging issues or opportunities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Boundaries</strong></td>
<td>Boundaries tend to be relatively permeable to new entrants and based on practices.</td>
<td>Boundaries are strong and policed, with legal and educational entry barriers.</td>
<td>Boundaries are typically highly permeable and based on ideology.</td>
<td>Boundaries are contested to challenge practices and jurisdictions.</td>
<td>Boundaries are highly permeable and based on interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constituents</strong></td>
<td>Focal industry population and its interaction partners.</td>
<td>Focal professional population and its interaction partners.</td>
<td>Focal social movement population and its funders, supporters, etc.</td>
<td>Two or more populations competing for dominance on an issue.</td>
<td>Individual members of multiple fields who share an interest in a new issue or opportunity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relational Structure</strong></td>
<td>Elite and core/periphery structure often exists, usually associated with market share.</td>
<td>Gatekeeper and hierarchical structure usually exists.</td>
<td>Egalitarian with networks in clusters and collaborations among networks.</td>
<td>Competing populations.</td>
<td>Disparate groups may form alliances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Logics</strong></td>
<td>Multiple, often segmented logic permutations.</td>
<td>Single/few.</td>
<td>Single/few.</td>
<td>Multiple, competing.</td>
<td>Multiple, fragmented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Identity</strong></td>
<td>Variations exist based on competitive positioning.</td>
<td>Shared — Based on education, practices and values.</td>
<td>Shared — Based on shared ideology, with variations.</td>
<td>Heterogeneous between and homogeneous within populations.</td>
<td>Identity is emerging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Implications for Isomorphism and Diffusion</strong></td>
<td>Isomorphic pressures are moderate and come primarily from exchange partners. Innovations occur frequently and diffuse rapidly.</td>
<td>Isomorphic pressures are strong from professional association. Innovations are resisted, but diffuse when endorsed.</td>
<td>Isomorphic pressures are based on adherence to ideology more than practices. Diffusion is likely to be spotty, with significant variation.</td>
<td>Isomorphic and diffusion pressures are contradictory.</td>
<td>Isomorphic pressures are weak and diffusion is uncertain.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Isomorphic pressures and diffusion depend on the governance organization or agreement among parties.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Settled Logic Prioritizations</th>
<th>Unsettled Logic Prioritizations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limited Institutional Infrastructure (Weakly Institutionalized)</strong></td>
<td>Aligned/Aligning</td>
<td>Fragmented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elaborated Institutional Infrastructure (Highly Institutionalized)</strong></td>
<td>Established</td>
<td>Contested</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3. Types of Fields and Change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Exchange Fields</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Issue Fields</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Industry</strong></td>
<td><strong>Exchange Fields</strong></td>
<td><strong>Professional Exchange Fields</strong></td>
<td><strong>Social Movement Exchange Fields</strong></td>
<td><strong>Competitive Issue Fields</strong></td>
<td><strong>Interstitial Issue Fields</strong></td>
<td><strong>Bridging Issue Fields</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>Convergent to Radical (but disguised)</td>
<td>Primarily Convergent</td>
<td>Convergent to Radical</td>
<td>Convergent to Radical</td>
<td>Radical</td>
<td>Primarily Convergent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pace</td>
<td>Fast to change, moderate and spotty diffusion</td>
<td>Slow to change (unless legislated), rapid diffusion</td>
<td>Fast to change, moderate and spotty diffusion</td>
<td>Slow to change</td>
<td>Many changes emerge quickly, spotty diffusion</td>
<td>Slow to change, rapid diffusion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linearity</td>
<td>Mostly linear</td>
<td>Nonlinear until change is accepted, then diffusion is linear</td>
<td>Nonlinear</td>
<td>Nonlinear</td>
<td>Nonlinear</td>
<td>Nonlinear until change is accepted, then diffusion is linear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathway: Condition to Condition</td>
<td>Likely Direction of Field Change</td>
<td>Description of Pathway</td>
<td>Common Triggers</td>
<td>Sample Studies That Include This Move</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Established to (re)aligning</td>
<td>Diverging</td>
<td>Field changes incrementally, with incumbents and elites managing the extent of the divergence. May be realignment of relational channels or field boundaries rather than challenging field position. Introduction of new actor, new technology or new law requires a response/realignment of field.</td>
<td>FCE, new technology, logics give space for innovation, internals creating sub fields</td>
<td>Anand &amp; Jones (2008); Anand &amp; Watson (2004); Ansari &amp; Phillips (2010); Gawer &amp; Phillips (2013); Guillen (1997); Lepoutre &amp; Valente (2012); Nigam &amp; Ocasio (2010); Oakes, Townley, &amp; Cooper (1998)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Established to contested</td>
<td>Diverging</td>
<td>Field is disrupted, field positions and rules of the game are challenged; legitimacy of positions and rules are questioned. Introduction of new actor, new technology or new law disrupts status quo. Rules are up for grabs.</td>
<td>Common when the State imposes new rule/regulation; peripheral tech enters field, peripheral SMO, peripheral actor, peripheral actor changes rules, new actor/new rankings (legitimacy from societal field)</td>
<td>Anand &amp; Peterson (2000); Borum (2004); Castle &amp; Friedberg (2001); Child, Lui, &amp; Tsai (2007); Currie, Locke, Finn, Martin, &amp; Waring (2010); Glynn (2008); Haragdon &amp; Douglas (2001); Hensmans (2003); Sauder (2008); Reay &amp; Hinings (1995); Zietsma &amp; Lawrence (2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragmented to aligned</td>
<td>Converging</td>
<td>Emerging field, disparate actors begin to converge on rules, positions and actions.</td>
<td>New actors, new government legislation, new technology, field configuring event</td>
<td>Lagreid &amp; Serigstad (2006); McNerny (2008); Oliver &amp; Montgomery (2008)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragmented to contested</td>
<td>Converging</td>
<td>Emerging field, yet direction is still contested; rules, roles and positions are a source of struggle.</td>
<td>FCE, SMO sub field gathering disparate actors</td>
<td>Furnari (2014); Hoffman (1999); Maguire, Hardy, &amp; Lawrence (2004)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contested to aligning</td>
<td>Converging</td>
<td>Field is in process of emerging and settling, disputes and rules getting worked out, incremental convergence on rules, roles and positions; issue based field becoming an exchange field.</td>
<td>FCE, new actors, new law</td>
<td>Meyer, Gaba, &amp; Colwell (2005); Raaijmakers et al. (2015); Zietsma &amp; Lawrence (2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contested to established</td>
<td>Converging</td>
<td>Field settled (abruptly), new law or actor settles field disputes; elites emerge and shape positions and activity; often a second-order move as assumes prior field.</td>
<td>SMO — central</td>
<td>Borum (2004); Greenwood &amp; Suddaby (2006); Yoshikawa, Tsui-Auch, &amp; McGuire (2007)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article</td>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Field Type: Exchange or Issue</td>
<td>Sub-field Type</td>
<td>Pathway: Condition moves</td>
<td>Trigger for Change: Description</td>
<td>Agency</td>
<td>Pathway Description: Scope, Pace, Linearity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article</td>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Field Type: Exchange or Issue</td>
<td>Sub-field Type</td>
<td>Pathway: Condition moves</td>
<td>Trigger for Change: Description</td>
<td>Agency</td>
<td>Pathway Description: Scope, Pace, Linearity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoffman, A. J. (1999). Institutional evolution and change: Environmentalism and the US chemical industry. <em>Academy of Management Journal</em>, 42(4), 351-371.</td>
<td>US chemical industry/ enviro, case</td>
<td>Issue</td>
<td>Competitive</td>
<td>Established, fragmented, aligning, established, fragmented</td>
<td>Multiple (and different types of) events over time</td>
<td>All actor positions, field coordinators</td>
<td>Analysis of field of activity from 1960-1993, including participants, materials, discourse, events (some disruptive); slow and incremental change that is transformative when viewed over longer time period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchener, M. (2002). Mobilizing the logic of managerialism in professional fields: The case of academic health center mergers. <em>Organization Studies</em>, 23(3), 391-420.</td>
<td>Academic health centres</td>
<td>Exchange</td>
<td>Industry, Professional</td>
<td>Fragmented, aligning</td>
<td>External field pressure, competition</td>
<td>All actor positions</td>
<td>Focused analysis in a short period of time (approx 1999), drawing on qualitative investigation of how societal level myths and pressures play out and impact at field level, driving change in key actor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>